ReaderTT.config = {"pagecount":19,"title":"MCPP 2015 Third Edition","author":"Ernie Rezents","subject":"MCPP","keywords":"","creator":"Acrobat PDFMaker 11 for Word","producer":"Mac OS X 10.12.6 Quartz PDFContext","creationdate":"D:20170906213901Z","moddate":"D:20190118103228-10'00'","trapped":"","fileName":"document.pdf","bounds":[[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210]],"bookmarks":[{"title":"MAUI COUNTY PLANTING PLAN","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 134 1100 null","children":[{"title":"The Hawaiian language diacritical marks are found in Chapter 9, Native Hawaiian And Polynesian-Introduced Plants.  Use them to assist with proper pronunciation and written expression of those plant common names.","page":13,"zoom":"XYZ 106 825 null"},{"title":"During the drafting of the plan, attempts were made to include the most widely accepted taxonomic treatment for the listed species, but some names may have or will change following publication. To consult the latest plant taxonomic treatments, please ...","page":13,"zoom":"XYZ 106 742 null"}]},{"title":"Literature Cited","page":13,"zoom":"XYZ 106 259 null"},{"title":"Chapter 1. Objectives, Policies, And Provisions","page":19,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null","children":[{"title":"1.1 Objectives","page":19,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1046 null","children":[{"title":"1.101 Assess the tree carrying capacity of County roads, parks, parking lots, and open space, and plant trees to meet the established capacity.","page":19,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1008 null"},{"title":"1.102 Plan, grow, install and maintain a continuously expanding urban canopy on County lands with existing County nursery facilities and staff including maintenance, beautification, and nursery personnel.","page":19,"zoom":"XYZ 106 951 null"},{"title":"1.103 Stop the loss of trees from the County\u2019s urban forest, but if removal is necessary, replace tree losses per Chapter 6, section 6.6 : Tree Protection at a Construction Site.","page":19,"zoom":"XYZ 106 869 null"},{"title":"1.104 Expand the urban canopy to realize the benefits of an urban forest, including shade, oxygen production, wind abatement, and others.","page":19,"zoom":"XYZ 106 788 null"},{"title":"1.105 Expand the use of Native and Polynesian introduced plant species to perpetuate the botanical and ethno botanical identity of Maui County.","page":19,"zoom":"XYZ 106 731 null"},{"title":"1.106 Develop standards for planting and care of trees, shrubs, turfgrass, and ground covers.","page":19,"zoom":"XYZ 106 676 null"},{"title":"1.107 Promote and encourage the planting of trees, shrubs, turfgrass, and ground covers at every opportunity.","page":19,"zoom":"XYZ 106 620 null"},{"title":"1.108 Preserve and protect Exceptional Trees for the benefit of future generations.","page":19,"zoom":"XYZ 106 563 null"},{"title":"1.109 Establish and install trees and other landscape plants based upon climate, soil conditions, and availability of water as indicated by planting zones on maps for Maui, Moloka´i, Lāna´i, and Kaho´olawe.","page":19,"zoom":"XYZ 106 533 null"},{"title":"1.110 Utilize trees and other plant material specified in the Maui County Planting Plan (MCPP) where size, type, characteristics and appropriate planting zones can be found.  Chapter tables serve as a guide for the establishment of appropriate trees a...","page":19,"zoom":"XYZ 106 452 null"},{"title":"1.111 Discourage the use of plants that could become a threat to the Hawaiian environment.","page":19,"zoom":"XYZ 106 319 null"},{"title":"1.112 These guidelines should be consulted when landscaping streets, parks, single and multifamily housing, commercial properties, and all other developments.","page":19,"zoom":"XYZ 106 262 null"}]},{"title":"1.2 Policies","page":19,"zoom":"XYZ 106 206 null","children":[{"title":"1.201 Maui County should take a leadership role in planting trees along County roads where none exist, replacing missing ones, and to work with abutting property owners to provide appropriate care to landscapes fronting their property as required by 1...","page":19,"zoom":"XYZ 106 163 null"},{"title":"1.202 When solar and wind energy projects impact required trees, said trees could be relocated elsewhere on the property.  If the trees are too old or have problems, young specimens could be planted on the property as their replacements.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1043 null"},{"title":"1.203 County staff, both administrative and line, whose work includes planting and caring for trees and other plantings in parks, along streets, and other public properties, should be provided periodic in-service training to improve and ensure quality...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 967 null"},{"title":"1.204 The County Arborist should conduct and maintain an urban forest inventory of all trees on County lands using available technology and mapping.  Such an inventory should reflect the maintenance trees received or need, whether the planting site is...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 854 null","children":[{"title":"1.204-A The tree inventory, with a summary of work done and areas of need, should be given to the Maui County Arborist Committee and Parks Maintenance Superintendent each year in time for the Department\u2019s budget preparation.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 669 null"},{"title":"1.204-B Tree corrective actions should be identified and reported to Park Department supervisors for appropriate action.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 562 null"},{"title":"1.204-C Records should be kept current so that tree losses can be reported to the County Nursery for propagation and timely replacement.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 505 null"},{"title":"1.204-D Mature trees, trees with trunk diameters of eight inches and larger at breast height (fifty-four inches above ground), should receive additional attention and be assessed specially for individual treatment on a manageable schedule.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 450 null"}]},{"title":"1.205 Annually the Department of Parks and Recreation should assess the inventory of County owned parcels to formulate a plan or the year\u2019s landscaping and beautification.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 342 null","children":[{"title":"1.205-A The Parks Maintenance Superintendent should direct and coordinate the County\u2019s beautification program to landscape and beautify all County parcels, prioritizing by volume of use by County residents and visitors.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 261 null"},{"title":"1.205-B The Nursery Worker II should sketch a plan for each of the identified parcels proposed for planting so that plant propagation and acquisition can be planned accordingly.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null"},{"title":"1.205-C The Arborist Committee should review and make recommendations for new Maui County projects that are inconsistent with the MCPP in accordance with section 12.24A.050 (B).","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1017 null"},{"title":"1.205-D As outlined in the County\u2019s job description, the County Arborist should supervise the installation of tree plantings a d keep records of progress for annual reporting to the Arborist Committee.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 936 null"}]},{"title":"1.206 Government agencies should promote the establishment of trees, shrubs, turfgrass, and ground covers where their jurisdictional functions allow.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 854 null"},{"title":"1.207 The general public is encouraged to plant trees on their property as part of their landscape.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 799 null"},{"title":"1.208 The private sector is encouraged to work with government to establish more trees and ground covers in a comprehensive manner.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 742 null"},{"title":"1.209 Anyone can identify, locate, and nominate Exceptional Trees.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 685 null"},{"title":"1.210 The government and general public should be encouraged to preserve and maintain Exceptional Trees.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 655 null"},{"title":"1.211 The Arborist Committee shall provide guidelines for protecting Exceptional Trees.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 600 null"},{"title":"1.212 The County of Maui should promote public and private sector cooperation in establishing street trees, shrubs, turfgrass, and ground covers at the time of development and the proper care required to maintain them.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 543 null"},{"title":"1.213 The County of Maui should promote the use of Native and Polynesian introduced plants wherever and whenever feasible.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 462 null"},{"title":"1.214 The County of Maui should promote the use of drought tolerant plants wherever and whenever feasible.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 406 null"},{"title":"1.215 The County of Maui should promote the purpose and intent of the Maui County Planting Plan (MCPP) in historic districts, special districts, and Special Management Areas.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 349 null"},{"title":"1.216 The Director of Planning should promote the planting of trees within highway medial strips and along County rights of way in accordance with the MCPP guidelines.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 268 null"},{"title":"1.217 The Director of Parks and Recreation is encouraged to promote the establishment of street trees, shrubs, turfgrass, and ground covers in already developed areas.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 186 null"},{"title":"1.218 The Director of Parks and Recreation is encouraged to establish standards and permit processing and procedures for the removal, relocation, or replacement of Exceptional Trees based on the guidelines established by the Arborist Committee.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null"},{"title":"1.219 The Director of Parks and Recreation is encouraged to be responsible for planting adjustments which might be required to provide harmony between landscaping and practicality with other necessary elements within the planting strip.  The requireme...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 993 null"},{"title":"1.220 The Director of Parks and Recreation should encourage the planting and proper maintenance of trees, shrubs, turfgrass, and ground covers in County parks and recreational facilities to beautify these areas and enhance the enjoyment of park and fa...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 858 null"}]},{"title":"1.3  Provisions \u2013 General Guidelines","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 751 null","children":[{"title":"1.301 In carrying out the planting plan, we recommend preserving Maui County\u2019s physical beauty and historical sites.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 708 null"},{"title":"1.302 All developers of residential subdivisions of four (4) or more lots are required to include in County-owned planting strips appropriate street trees, turfgrass, and ground covers as well as temporary or permanent irrigation for such in their plans.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 652 null"},{"title":"1.303 The property owners\u2019 obligation is to maintain the tree(s) (excluding pruning and spraying) and turfgrass in the planting strip fronting the property per 12.24A.100 (B) of the Maui County Code.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 545 null"},{"title":"1.304 Developers are required to include a minimum of one street tree per lot.  It is suggested that large lots with long planting strips have more than one street tree.  The distances between trees should not be closer than the mature radii of the tw...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 462 null"},{"title":"1.305 Approved root barriers to encourage deep rooting and discourage lifting of road pavements and sidewalks and buckling of curbs should be used for trees in planting strips and wherever else such damage will occur.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 304 null"},{"title":"1.306 It is suggested that developers retain trees eight inches and larger in diameter (minus the bark), measured at 54 inches above ground, as part of the finished landscape.  If mature trees cannot be saved, it is recommended that they be replaced w...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 221 null"},{"title":"1.307 When the planting strip is between the sidewalk and roadside curb, developers are recommended to include a capped 2-inch minimum, schedule 40, PVC pipe sleeve under sidewalks and driveways to facilitate installation of an irrigation system in th...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 993 null"},{"title":"1.308 In addition to the lists of official plant material in the Maui County Planting Plan (MCPP), everyone shall have full use of the wide variety of new plant imports in an effort to develop new and better landscapes for the beautification of privat...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 808 null"},{"title":"1.309 To use trees and other plants in landscapes that are not in the MCPP written requests should be made to the Arborist Committee.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 649 null"},{"title":"1.310 Exceptional Trees are to be cared for by their owner and preserved so that their beauty can enhance the quality of life in Maui County.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 592 null"}]},{"title":"1.4 Provisions \u2013 Definitions","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 536 null","children":[{"title":"1.401 When used in this planting plan, the following words, phrases, and their definitions shall apply, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 493 null","children":[{"title":"1.401-A Bubbler: Irrigation head that water bubbles out and causes directed watering to an area such as a tree\u2019s watering basi .","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 436 null"},{"title":"1.401-B Exceptional Tree List: A list of Exceptional Trees in accordance to Sections 12.24A.030C.8 of the Maui County Code.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 380 null"},{"title":"1.401-C Hardscape: Asphalt, concrete, and other hard surfaces used as part of a landscape.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 325 null"},{"title":"1.401-D Irrigation Drip System: An irrigation system that conserves water by applying it where it is needed through plastic tubing.  Systems often require an inline filter and a pressure regulator.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 268 null"},{"title":"1.401-E Large Crown Shade Trees: All trees (not species specific) whose crown equals or exceeds the \u201cExpected Mature Spread\u201d in feet as listed in the \u201cParking Lot Trees\u201d tables.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 187 null"},{"title":"1.401-F Maui County Arborist Committee: A committee created by Chapter 12.24A.030 of the Maui County Code which is comprised of nine members, who are residents of the county with professional or other interests in landscape beautification.  In additio...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null"},{"title":"1.401-G Parking Lot Planter Definitions","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 967 null","children":[{"title":" Continuous Planter: An in-ground planting area along property lines, or along entrance or exit roads, or in front of a single row of parking stalls, or between a double row of parking stalls.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 936 null"},{"title":" End Planter Island: A planter that is parallel with parking stalls.  It is installed at the beginning and/or end of a double or single row of parking stalls.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 854 null"},{"title":" Tree Well/Planter: In-ground planters of various shapes dispersed throughout a parking area for the purpose of growing shade trees and other landscape plants.  They are usually edged by concrete or asphalt curbing.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 771 null"}]},{"title":"1.401-H Planting Strip: That portion between the curb line or pavement of a street and the adjacent property line intended for landscape plantings and use by pedestrians; including any setback area acquired by the County for road widening purposes.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 663 null"},{"title":"1.401-I Root Barrier: Various synthetic products used to deflect tree roots from impacting with, and causing damage to, hardscapes and underground utilities.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 554 null"},{"title":"1.401-J Stream Head: An irrigation head used to water the surface of a planted area.  Water comes out in streams, as opposed to a spray, making for less wind deflection.  It is used primarily for ground covers, turfgrass, and shrubs where surface root...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 473 null"},{"title":"1.401-K Street: The entire area between opposite property lines of a way, publicly owned and maintained, and used for the public purpose of vehicular or pedestrian travel or any private way which for more than five years has been continuously used by ...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 365 null"},{"title":"1.401-L Street Tree: Any tree planted or growing within the rights-of-way of all streets, avenues, roads, or highways under the jurisdiction of the County of Maui.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 258 null"},{"title":"1.401-M Tree: Any woody plant usually having a single trunk and eventually attaining a height of at least 15 feet.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 175 null"},{"title":"1.401-N Tree and Other Plant Characteristics Defined.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null","children":[{"title":" Crown Density: Concentration of leaves.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1069 null","children":[{"title":"\u2013 Open: Permits lots of light through.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1038 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Medium: Permits some light through.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1009 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Dense: Permits little light penetration.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 982 null"}]},{"title":" Deciduous:  Plants will drop leaves all year long even if marked with a \u201cno.\u201d  If a season is shown, this is the time when the bulk of leaves fall in preparation for flowering and new leaves.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 953 null"},{"title":" Elevation:","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 870 null","children":[{"title":"\u2013 Low - Sea level to 1000 feet elevation.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 840 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Medium - 1000-3000 feet elevation.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 811 null"},{"title":"\u2013 High - Higher than 3000 feet elevation.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 783 null"}]},{"title":" Expected Mature Height: A tree\u2019s expected height in feet at maturity.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 754 null","children":[{"title":"\u2013 Small trees: Trees expected to grow 15-20 feet tall, have an expected mature spread between 15-20 feet, and have minimal surace roots.  They are suitable for planting in two or more foot wide plantable spaces, under power lines, and have limitation...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 724 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Medium trees: Trees expected to grow 21-35 feet tall, have an expected mature spread between 21-35 feet, and have a moderate amount of surface roots.  They are suitable for planting in 3.5 feet or wider plantable spaces.  Approved root barriers are ...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 601 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Large trees: Trees that are expected to grow more than 35 feet tall and expected to have more than a 35 foot spread at maturity.  They are suitable for planting in parks and other expansive grounds where large to majestic size and shade are desirabl...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 502 null"}]},{"title":" Flower Color: A description of flower color.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 215 null"},{"title":" Foliage Color: Color of leaves.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null","children":[{"title":"\u2013 Green/red means the leaves are green and red.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1069 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Green, red means some plants have leaves that are green and other plants have leaves that are red.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1040 null"}]},{"title":" Growth Habit:","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 988 null","children":[{"title":"\u2013 Upright: Plants with strong apical dominance.  Trees display a vertical upright appearance, e.g., Cook pine and Eucalyptus.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 957 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Upright/Round: Strong apical dominance and forms a rounded appearance, e.g., breadfruit, rainbow shower, and pink tecoma trees.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 905 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Round: Weaker apical dominance.  Lateral branches develop early to give a round shape.  Prune to encourage vertical growth a d a canopy above, e.g., Hong Kong Orchid, fern tree and plumeria.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 829 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Spreading: Forms an umbrella canopy, e.g., monkeypod and royal poinciana.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 754 null"}]},{"title":" Growth Rate: Depends on plant\u2019s environmental conditions and maturity; denotes rapidity of growth.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 702 null","children":[{"title":"\u2013 Slow","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 646 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Medium","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 618 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Fast","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 589 null"}]},{"title":" Intrusive Roots: Roots will affect sidewalks, street curbs, and road pavement.  Trees with intrusive roots cannot be planted in typical 3-4 foot planting strips without using an approved root barrier.  Deep watering encourages deep rooting.  Trees l...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 562 null"},{"title":" Maintenance Requirements: Indication of need for rubbish pick up.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 401 null","children":[{"title":"\u2013 Low","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 369 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Medium","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 342 null"},{"title":"\u2013 High","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 314 null"}]},{"title":" Planting Zones:  A matured plant will grow naturally in the zones indicated.  These plants may be successfully grown in drie  and hotter zones if they receive supplemental irrigation or shade.  These extensions to the normal growing zones are indica...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null","children":[{"title":"\u2013 Zone 1 -Wet areas.  Windward part of Island.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 939 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Zone 2 -Cool, dry areas in higher elevations (above 1000 feet).","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 912 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Zone 3 -Low, drier areas that are warm to hot.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 883 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Zone 4 -Lower elevations that are wetter due to proximity to mountains.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 855 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Zone 5 -Salt spray zone in Coastal areas on the windward side.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 803 null"}]},{"title":" Poisonous:  Plants that are toxic to humans.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 776 null"},{"title":" Propagation:  How plants can be multiplied.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 744 null","children":[{"title":"\u2013 Division - separation of mother plant into smaller clumps.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 713 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Stolons - use of soil surface stems.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 684 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Layers - air or ground layering for stem rooting.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 656 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Cuttings - use of stem or root pieces.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 627 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Seeds - flower propagules.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 600 null"}]},{"title":" Producing Fruit and Nuts:  Plants with messy fruit, pods and nuts are marked with a \u201cyes.\u201d  Plants with seeds or pods that a e not messy are marked with a \u201cno.\u201d","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 571 null"},{"title":" Rubbish: All plants will produce some rubbish.  This category indicates fruit, flowers, or leaves that fall.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 488 null","children":[{"title":"\u2013 Yes:  Rubbish may be offensive.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 432 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Moderate: Some rubbish, but tolerant.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 404 null"},{"title":"\u2013 No:  Rubbish produced is not offensive.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 375 null"}]},{"title":" Salt Tolerance:","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 348 null","children":[{"title":"\u2013 Sensitive: Sensitive to salt spray.  Plant far from ocean.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 316 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Moderate: Needs protection from salt spray.  Plant behind hedges and buildings when along coastal areas.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 288 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Tolerant: Tolerant of salt spray.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 236 null"}]},{"title":" Shade Tree: All trees promote some shade.  This rating indicates a shade area due to a canopy of leaves.  Palms are not considered to be shade trees.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 207 null"},{"title":" Shade Tolerance:","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null","children":[{"title":"\u2013 Poor: Very low tolerance of shade.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1069 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Medium:  Somewhat tolerant of shade","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1040 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Good:  Tolerant of shade.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1012 null"},{"title":"\u2013 High: Very tolerant of shade.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 983 null"}]},{"title":" Spacing:  The center to center distance between plants.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 956 null"},{"title":" Spread: A tree canopy\u2019s diameter in feet.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 924 null"},{"title":" Time of Flowering: This may vary depending on temperature, day length, elevation, watering, etc., where Sp=Spring, Su=Summer, Fa=Fall, Wn=Winter.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 893 null"},{"title":" Water Requirements:  Plants need the amount of rainfall indicated.  When they are grown in areas providing less than their required rainfall, supplemental irrigation will be necessary.  For plant species where this is possible, the designated water ...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 811 null","children":[{"title":"\u2013 Dry: Less than 20 inches of rain per year.  Plants will need more than 20 inches of rain per year until they become well established.  Matured plantings with this characteristic will tolerate this low rainfall.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 650 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Medium: 20-40 inches of rain per year.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 551 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Wet: More than 40 inches of rain per year.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 524 null"}]},{"title":" Wind Tolerance:","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 495 null","children":[{"title":"\u2013 Poor: Does not grow well without protection from strong winds.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 464 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Medium: Tolerant of wind.  Some wind training may be evident.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 435 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Good: Tolerant of wind.  Protection from wind at planting will help tree to become established faster.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 407 null"}]}]},{"title":"1.401-O Water Basin: The area, usually four feet in diameter, surrounding a newly planted tree and formed by mounding a six inch high berm of onsite soil.  The basin collects water for tree irrigation.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 355 null"}]}]}]},{"title":"Chapter 2. Street And Highway Median Tree Program","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null","children":[{"title":"2.1 STREET TREES","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1046 null","children":[{"title":"2.101 The Street Tree Program for planting or growing trees within the rights-of-way of all streets, avenues, roads, or highways under the jurisdiction of the County of Maui has made Maui County the oldest known \u201cTree City USA\u201d in Hawaii.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1008 null"},{"title":"2.102 The Street and Median Tree tables are a collection of trees selected for their appropriateness and beauty when planted within public rights-of-way under specific site conditions.  Emphasis is placed on outstanding characteristics of growth habit...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 925 null"},{"title":"2.103 As defined in Chapter 12.24A.020, of the Maui County Code, Street trees mean all trees planted or growing within the right-of-way of all streets, avenues, roads, or highways under the jurisdiction of the county.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 818 null"},{"title":"2.104 Research has shown that roads planted with street trees cause drivers to travel at reduced speeds.  (Rosenblatt Naders, et al., 2006)","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 736 null"},{"title":"2.105 Planting street trees provides shade to sidewalks, roads, and roadside parked vehicles.  To provide adequate shade, street trees must receive the required care to develop a spreading canopy, but within the constraints of public safety.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 681 null"},{"title":"2.106 The requirement of one tree per lot shall be met by planting and maintaining a street tree in the public right of way in front of each lot.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 598 null"},{"title":"2.107 A long continuous planting strip configuration is ideal for planting street trees because their roots will share the common growing space.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 542 null"},{"title":"2.108 For lots with long frontages, such as in agriculture subdivisions, one street tree shall be planted for each 100 feet of frontage, or part thereof.  For example: plant one tree for a 100 foot frontage and two trees for a 125 foot frontage.  Allo...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 487 null"},{"title":"2.109 Within the public right of way, approved root barriers at least 24 inches wide and covering a distance of 20 linear feet should be centered on each tree to protect underground utilities and hardscapes such as sidewalks, curbs, walls, etc.  Insta...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 302 null"},{"title":"2.110 Within private property, any wall or hardscape constructed or repaired adjacent to a public right of way where a street tree is planted, or will be planted, that property owner should take the responsibility to install an approved root barrier i...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null"},{"title":"2.111 To encourage a variety of plant pest predators, and to avoid the negative effects of a monoculture where just one type of tree is planted, streets will be planted with trees from different genera in compliance with the paragraphs below.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 863 null","children":[{"title":"2.111-A For subdivisions of four or more lots, each street should be planted with trees belonging to three different genera.  The genera selected are at the discretion of the landscape architect but should be from the tables at the end of this chapter.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 782 null"}]},{"title":"2.111-B The number of trees on a street belonging to the same genus and providing the dominant \u201ctheme\u201d should not exceed 60% o the total tree count for that street.  The number of trees belonging to the second and third genera should be close to, if ...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 673 null"},{"title":"2.112 In the \u201cStreet Trees \u2013 Small\u201d and \u201cStreet Trees \u2013 Medium\u201d tables at the end of this chapter, tree scientific names are p ovided.  For example, in the scientific name Bauhinia binata, Bauhinia is the tree\u2019s genus (genera for plural) and binata is...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 540 null"},{"title":"2.113 An example of a street tree mix for a street requiring 60 trees:","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null"},{"title":"2.114 Trees belonging to the various genera should be comingled along the street to avoid grouping.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 909 null"},{"title":"2.115 Even though street trees listed in the tables at the end of this chapter are small and medium in size, larger specimens can be planted under certain conditions.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 847 null","children":[{"title":"2.115-A Planters need to be, at a minimum, eight feet in width.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 792 null"},{"title":"2.115-B Planters need to have, at a minimum, an area as listed in the Parking Lot Trees tables for that particular species.  A larger area for those with \u201cintrusive roots\u201d is recommended.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 762 null"},{"title":"2.115-C Planters have a continuous root barrier along the inside of a circular planter and a length equal to twice the tree\u2019s mature spread in feet when along continuous hardscapes such as along a street.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 679 null"},{"title":"2.115-D Trees are maintained to provide traffic clearance.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 598 null"},{"title":"2.115-E After tree establishment, provide deep rather than shallow watering to encourage deep rooting.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 568 null"}]},{"title":"2.116 Because palm trees are not considered to be street shade trees, they cannot be counted as satisfying the one tree per lot requirement.  However, they may be planted along streets where shade trees are inappropriate and/or used as an accent or co...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 511 null"},{"title":"2.117 For clarification of tree characteristics and planting zones in the tables at the end of this chapter, please see the Chapter 1 topic, \u201cTree and Other Plant Characteristics Defined\u201d on page 7.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 326 null"},{"title":"2.118 Plants with a single asterisk (*) next to their scientific name in Table 2-1, Table 2-2, and Table 2-3 at the end of this chapter are currently being evaluated by the Hawaii Pacific Weed Risk Assessment (HPWRA) protocol.  If they are found to be...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 245 null"},{"title":"2.119 Plants with a double asterisk (**) next to their scientific name were designated as being invasive using the HPWRA protocol.  Because they have fulfilled their potential for invasiveness and occupy mainly lower elevation areas, they are consider...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null"}]},{"title":"2.2 Highway Median trees and Palms","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 967 null","children":[{"title":"2.201 When highway medians are used with a planting space of 10 to 15 feet in width, small trees and/or palms included in tables at the end of this chapter should be planted. Bushes and groundcover should also be considered as part of the landscape.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 922 null"},{"title":"2.202 Both small trees and palms shall be planted at intervals equal to their \u201cexpected mature spread\u201d in feet, as shown in Tale 2-1 and Table 2-3, plus 10 feet on both sides for maintenance.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 815 null"},{"title":"2.203 When highway medians are used and they provide a planting space larger than 15 feet in width, they should be planted with medium shade trees and/or palms provided that their canopies are above, or do not interfere with, traffic.  These trees and...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 733 null"},{"title":"2.204 Trees and palms planted within medians should take into consideration \u201cline of sight\u201d.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 574 null"},{"title":"2.205 An irrigation system, including controllers with rain sensors and automatic shut offs, is recommended for the median landscaping.  See Chapter 10, \u201cIrrigation and Water Conservation; Drought Tolerant Plants\u201d for more information.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 524 null"},{"title":"2.206 Twenty feet long by 24 inches wide root barriers, centered where trees (not palms) are planted, are required along both sides of median curbs.  They are to be installed in conformance with the manufacturer\u2019s guidelines.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 436 null"}]},{"title":"2.3 literature cited","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 325 null","children":[{"title":"Rosenblatt Naders, J., B.  S.  Kweon, and P.  Maghelal.  2006.  \u201cThe Street Tree Effect and Driver Safety.\u201d ITE Journal on the web/February 2008.  Transportation Research Board 85th Annual Meeting, July 27, 2006.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 281 null"}]}]},{"title":"Chapter 3. Park, Greenway, And Open Space Tree Program","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1100 null","children":[{"title":"3.1 Park, greenway, and Open Space TREES","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1020 null","children":[{"title":"3.101 The following inclusive tables list not only the street trees of Chapter 2, but also additional trees too large or otherwise inappropriate as street trees due to the limited space in public rights-of-way.   All of these trees are beautiful as in...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 982 null"},{"title":"3.102 Small, medium, and large palm trees appropriate for park and open space planting are listed separately for the user\u2019s co venience in Table 3-4, Table 3-5 and Table 3-6 at the end of this chapter.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 823 null"},{"title":"3.103 Park, greenway, and open space trees will need to have root barriers installed along walkways, curbs, underground utilities, and road pavement if they are planted closer than 30 feet from, or have surface roots that will impact with, the above f...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 740 null"},{"title":"3.104 An irrigation system, including controllers with rain sensors and automatic shut offs, is required for the park, greenway, and open space tree landscaping.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 530 null"},{"title":"3.105 For clarification of tree characteristics and planting zones in the tables at the end of this chapter, please see the Chapter 1 topic, \u201cTree and Other Plant Characteristics Defined\u201d on page 7.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 449 null"},{"title":"3.106 Plants with a single asterisk (*) next to their scientific name in the tables at the end of this chapter are currently being evaluated by the Hawaii Pacific Weed Risk Assessment (HPWRA) protocol.  If they are found to be invasive at a later date...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 366 null"}]}]},{"title":"Chapter 4. Parking Lot Trees","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1075 null","children":[{"title":"4.1 Definitions","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 799 null","children":[{"title":"4.101 Bubbler: Irrigation head that water bubbles out and causes directed watering to an area such as a tree\u2019s watering basin.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 750 null"},{"title":"4.102 Continuous Planter: An in-ground planting area along property lines, or along entrance or exit roads, or in front of a single row of parking stalls, or between a double row of parking stalls, or along a building.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 695 null"},{"title":"4.103 Crown/Canopy: The upper portion of a tree consisting of its branches and leaves.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 612 null"},{"title":"4.104 Hardscape: Asphalt, concrete, and other hard surfaces used as part of a landscape.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 557 null"},{"title":"4.105 Large Crown Shade: All trees (not species specific) whose crown equals or exceeds the \u201cExpected Mature Spread\u201d in feet as listed in the \u201cParking Lot Trees\u201d tables.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 501 null"},{"title":"4.106 Root Barrier: Various synthetic products used to deflect tree roots from impacting with, and causing damage to, hardscapes and underground utilities.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 418 null"},{"title":"4.107 Stream Head: An irrigation head used to water the surface of a planter.  Water comes out in streams, as opposed to a spray, making for less wind deflection.  It is used primarily for ground covers, turfgrass, and shrubs where surface roots are m...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 337 null"},{"title":"4.108 Tree Well/Planter: In-ground planters of various shapes and sizes dispersed throughout a parking area for the purpose of growing shade trees and other landscape plants.  They are usually edged by concrete or asphalt curbing.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 229 null"},{"title":"4.109 Water Basin: The area, usually four feet in diameter, surrounding a newly planted tree and formed by mounding a six inch high berm of onsite soil.  The basin collects water for tree irrigation.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null"}]},{"title":"4.2 Purpose","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1017 null","children":[{"title":"4.201 The Maui County Planting Plan is written to provide guidance for implementing 19.36A.070 of the Maui County Code which says, \u201cLarge crown shade trees shall be provided at minimum regular intervals for every five spaces throughout each parking ar...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 974 null"},{"title":"4.202 Because well planted and well maintained landscaping in parking lots improve the overall quality of life in Maui County, this chapter provides guidelines for use by engineers, architects, developers, and parking lot owners to help them with tree...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 737 null"},{"title":"4.203 When 19.36A.070 of the Maui County Code was first written, the purpose was for providing shade for people comfort and landscape aesthetics.  With the drastic increase in cars and scientific documentation that parked cars under shade volatize les...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 554 null"},{"title":"4.204 Following are a few excerpts taken from professionally written articles on the scientific research that support the positive role large canopied parking lot shade trees have in providing shade, reducing air pollution, and providing a healthier, ...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 394 null","children":[{"title":"4.204-A Parking lots can be characterized as miniature heat islands and sources of motor-vehicle pollutants (Hahn and Pfeifer 1994; Asaeda, et al., 1996).","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 261 null"},{"title":"4.204-B Through cooling of heat islands, urban forests may reduce vehicle hydrocarbon emissions (Cardelino and Chameides 1990; Taha 1996, 1997).","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1100 null"},{"title":"4.204-C Vegetation canopies cool microclimates by direct shading of the ground surface and indirectly by the transpiration of water through leaves (Lee 1978; Oke 1987).","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1017 null"},{"title":"4.204-D An experiment was done in a Davis, California shopping center parking lot during August 5-7, 1997 (Scott, et al., 1999).  The lot contained shaded and unshaded portions.  Twenty-nine percent of the parking lot was shaded by trees with a crown ...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 936 null"},{"title":"4.204-E From a business point of view, research has shown that shopping centers with well cared for landscapes with large shade trees in their parking lots are more inviting to customers who will travel further to shop there, will stay longer, spend m...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 453 null"}]},{"title":"4.205 Besides a reduction of vehicle emissions and a mitigation of urban heat islands, readings support additional parking lot shade tree benefits such as: a potential for prolonged pavement life due to shade, reduced human exposure to UV radiation du...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null"},{"title":"4.206 Because trees provide more than just shade, photovoltaic, windmill, and solar energy projects that necessitate the removal or elimination of required trees should relocate such trees elsewhere on the property. If the trees are too old or have pr...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 967 null"}]},{"title":"4.3 The Goal","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 808 null","children":[{"title":"4.301 The goal of this chapter is to provide a minimum of 25% parking lot shade from trees within fifteen years after planting, and that this percentage of shade, or more, is maintained thereafter by the parking lot\u2019s owner.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 763 null"},{"title":"4.302 The Maui County Arborist Committee calculated the percentage of shade produced by trees in a commercial parking lot utilizing Maui County Planning Department 19.36A standards and obtained a minimum of 25% shade when using medium sized tree canop...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 682 null"},{"title":"4.303 If noncommercial parking lots have a difficulty meeting the 25% shade in fifteen years, owners may communicate in writing with the Arborist Committee for recommendations.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 574 null"},{"title":"4.304 If an existing parking lot owner is required to bring their parking lot up to current standards and does not have the space for a sufficient number of trees to meet the 25% shade goal, the parking lot owner may communicate in writing with the Ar...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 493 null"},{"title":"4.305 Supported by local references, the Arborist Committee is of the opinion that when trees are well cared for and pruned co rectly without topping, the amount of shade their canopies provide at maturity will be at a minimum what is found in the \u201cPa...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 360 null"},{"title":"4.306 To achieve this percentage of shade, engineers, architects, developers, and parking lot owners need to:","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 226 null","children":[{"title":"4.306-A Locate trees to optimize their shade onto where cars park and maneuver.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 171 null"},{"title":"4.306-B Plant the right size tree in the right size planter.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1100 null"},{"title":"4.306-C Plant a few extra trees or use ones with larger canopies, planting space available, to make up any shade deficiency.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1069 null"},{"title":"4.306-D Allow canopies to grow to their expected spread.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1012 null"}]},{"title":"4.307 If existing on-site trees will be used as part of the parking lot\u2019s tree count and shade calculation, they need to be provided protection during construction.  See Chapter 6:Policies, Procedures, And Standards For Planting, Pruning, Protecting A...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 983 null"},{"title":"4.308 After planting, replace trees that are missing, or dead, or not doing well.  Unless otherwise approved by the Planning Department, replacement tree(s) shall be the same size and type as initially approved.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 773 null"},{"title":"4.309 If for some reason matured trees are replaced, larger specimens than initially approved should be planted.  Consult with the Planning Department for recommendations.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 690 null"},{"title":"4.310 All pruning should be performed with an overall goal of providing maximum tree canopy development to provide and maintai  a minimum of 25% shade within 15 years.  It is not true that trees need to be \u201ccut back\u201d every few years.  Topping trees an...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 609 null"}]},{"title":"4.4 Procedures","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 372 null","children":[{"title":"4.401 The parking lot\u2019s planting plan should be submitted, along with other required documents, to the Department of Planning along with the application for \u201cLandscape Planting Plans (LPAP)\u201d for approval.  The plan needs to provide all the required in...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 330 null"},{"title":"4.402 Only trees from the \u201cParking Lot Trees\" tables found at the end of this chapter may be used unless a request in writing  o the Arborist Committee has been approved.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 221 null"},{"title":"4.403 For clarification of tree characteristics, please see the Chapter 1 topic, \u201cTree and Other Plant Characteristics Defined\u201d on page 7.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null"}]},{"title":"4.5 Parking Lot Tree Diversity","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1043 null","children":[{"title":"4.501 Tree diversity will be based on a tree\u2019s genus (plural \u201cgenera\u201d), taken from its scientific name.  As discussed in Chap er 2, and repeated here for the reader\u2019s convenience, a tree\u2019s genus is the first word of its scientific name.  For example, ...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1000 null"},{"title":"4.502 Trees of different genera are necessary when 26 or more parking stalls require landscaping.  Trees of the same genus can be planted along a boundary, or in small groups.  Groupings of different tree genera should be comingled in large parking lo...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 815 null"},{"title":"4.503 Tree Diversity Requirements","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 656 null"}]},{"title":"4.6 Determining the square feet of a Parking Lot surface to be Tree shaded","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 456 null","children":[{"title":"4.601 If a site has two or more unconnected parking areas, their areas to be tree shaded are calculated separately.  If the parking areas are connected by a joining drive, the areas to be tree shaded are calculated as one whole.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 378 null"},{"title":"4.602 Areas under covered stalls (e.g.  parking towers) may be excluded in determining the area requiring 25% shade.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 296 null"},{"title":"4.603 Parking tower uncovered roof top parking area should be included in the area requiring 25% tree shade, even if the trees need to be planted in uncovered stalls on ground level.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 241 null"},{"title":"4.604 Paved parking lot areas included in the computation to receive a minimum of 25% tree shade should be clearly indicated on the Parking Lot Shade plan by darkened boundaries, hatch marks, etc., and should include: all parking stalls and loading ar...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1100 null"},{"title":"4.605 The following are excluded from the area requiring 25% tree shade:","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 915 null","children":[{"title":"4.605-A Areas used exclusively for truck loading and unloading and separated by a barrier.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 884 null"},{"title":"4.605-B Truck maneuvering and truck parking areas unconnected to, or exclusive of, any vehicle parking or maneuvering.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 829 null"},{"title":"4.605-C Surfaced areas for automobile dealerships, lumber yards, and similar facilities that are used for display, sales, service, and vehicle storage.  However, all parking areas for patrons and workers are subject to the 25% shading requirement.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 773 null"},{"title":"4.605-D Surfaced areas not used for vehicle parking, driving or maneuvering, provided they are made inaccessible to vehicles by a barrier.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 664 null"}]},{"title":"4.606 Using the above information, determine the parking lot area (in square feet) to be shaded by trees and use that information in Figure 4-2: Calculating Percentage of Parking Lot Shade, Part B on page 70.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 583 null"}]},{"title":"4.7 Determining the square feet OF shade That Parking Lot trees will provide","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 501 null","children":[{"title":"4.701 Shade credit is given in 25% increments based on the proportion of shading from a tree\u2019s crown that covers the parking a ea \u2013 and not outside of it.  \u201cRound up\u201d for trees falling between percentages.  Overlapping shade does not count twice.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 429 null"},{"title":"4.702 Tree shade that falls on tree planter surfaces within the parking lot, whole or in part, is included in the calculation of the total amount of shade provided by the trees.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 320 null"},{"title":"4.703 Using the plan on page 69 as an example, parking lot plans should clearly show:","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 239 null","children":[{"title":"4.703-A Tree locations with their expected matured tree canopies drawn to scale.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 183 null"},{"title":"4.703-B The percentage of shade credit provided by each tree clearly indicated using words, numbers, or letters such as F, TQ, H, and Q.  (F for 100%, TQ for 75%, H for 50%, and Q for 25%).","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null"},{"title":"4.703-C Number of different tree types, quantity of each type, and amount of shade provided by each tree.  Include both their scientific and common names as found in the \u201cParking Lot Trees\u201d tables beginning on page 75.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1017 null"}]},{"title":"4.704 The \u201csquare feet\u201d of shade provided by each tree is determined by using the percentage of shade each provides on the parking lot\u2019s surface (100%, 75%, 50%, or 25%), and locating its square foot equivalence as shown at the top of each \"Parking Lo...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 910 null"},{"title":"4.705 Using the \u201csquare feet\u201d of shade each tree provides, complete Figure 4-2: Calculating Percentage of Parking Lot Shade, Part A on page 69.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 803 null"}]},{"title":"4.8 calculating percentage of Parking Lot shade","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 747 null","children":[{"title":"4.801 Using information from 4.606 and 4.705, complete Figure 4-2: Calculating Percentage of Parking Lot Shade on page 70.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 673 null"},{"title":"4.802 The proposed parking lot\u2019s percentage of tree shade should reach a minimum of 25%.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 617 null"},{"title":"4.803 Submit a completed Figure 4-1: Parking Lot Shade Plan and Figure 4-2: Calculating Percentage of Parking Lot Shade, along with the parking lot plans to the Department of Public Works when applying for a building permit.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 562 null"}]},{"title":"4.9 Parking Lot Planters","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 453 null","children":[{"title":"4.901 Individual tree wells should have plantable areas no less than:","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 410 null"},{"title":"4.902 At best, odd shaped planters should provide more than the required surface area above.  This provision is especially true if there is a limited horizontal distance between the trunk and curb that will restrict root growth.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1100 null"},{"title":"4.903 Continuous planters permit planting multiple trees at distances reflecting matured canopies plus ten feet for maintenance; tree roots will comingle.  Continuous planters can be designed to receive surface water runoff to aid in the prevention of...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 997 null"},{"title":"4.903-A Continuous planters with an eight foot wide planting distance will accommodate all parking lot shade tree types.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 858 null"},{"title":"4.903-B Planter Materials.  Planters should contain on-site soil, trees, shrubs, hedges, grass, living ground covers, and coarse organic mulch on the surface.  If on-site soil is not available, or insufficient in amount, good imported soil of the same...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 803 null"},{"title":"4.904 Because in some cases car bumpers may project over a tree planter\u2019s curb, trees should be located to provide adequate space for tree growth without bumper damage.  Use tire stops when necessary.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 514 null"}]},{"title":"4.10 Planting and Post Planting Care","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 433 null","children":[{"title":"4.1001 Prepare the soil and plant when the soil is dry.  Planting when the soil is moist will lead to soil compaction.  Compacted soil has fewer air pores, resulting in poor tree and plant growth.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 389 null"},{"title":"4.1002 Excavate the soil within the entire tree planter to a depth of 4 feet.  Rocks, wood, and debris should be removed to provide maximum space for root growth.  Ensure that crusher waste or other fill material is not making a hardpan.  If so, break...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 308 null"},{"title":"4.1003 Root Barriers","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 915 null","children":[{"title":"4.1003-A Root barriers should be no less than 24 inches deep and installed along the inside perimeter of tree planters per manufacturer specifications.  Root barriers are NOT to encase tree roots in a circular manner resembling a planting container.  ...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 884 null"},{"title":"4.1003-B For large trees with an aggressive root system, such as the monkeypod, deeper root barriers, or root barriers installed along the entire inside edge of the planter, will encourage root containment.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 649 null"},{"title":"4.1003-C Root barrier top edges should protrude above the soil to prevent being covered over by the soil.  This prevents surface roots from growing over the root barrier and then causing hardscape damage.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 540 null"},{"title":"4.1003-D Construction plans should show where root barriers are to be installed and length required.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 459 null"}]},{"title":"4.1004 Apply a 2-4 inch thick layer of aged coarse organic mulch in the area around the tree for soil moisture retention, weed control, and improvement of soil microflora.  Keep it away from the trunk by 6 inches, and reapply as needed.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 403 null"},{"title":"4.1005 Young and matured trees need a professional arborist who is currently certified by the International Society of Arboriculture (ISA) and who uses ISA standards to train them to grow tall and form a canopy for shade.  Not desired are crowns that ...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 296 null"},{"title":"4.1006 Turfgrass and ground cover planted in tree planters need to be kept away from trees by a 2-foot radius for the first two years to avoid root competition.  After two years, the grass can then grow into the area but should be kept away from tree ...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1100 null"}]},{"title":"4.11 Irrigation","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 915 null","children":[{"title":"4.1101 All parking lot shade trees should receive an adequate amount of water to wet their entire root ball, and a little beyond, to encourage deep rooting.  The usage of irrigation bubblers in tree wells, or a drip system that is on for a sufficient ...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 872 null"},{"title":"4.1102 Large shade trees require large planters.  These trees may need more than two (2) bubblers, depending on the size of the root ball.  Stream heads are a consideration for applying water to large areas that include bigger trees as well as other p...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 687 null"}]},{"title":"4.12 FOLLOW-UP TO INSTALLATION","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 528 null","children":[{"title":"4.1201 The landscape architect, or the designer of record, should be responsible for periodically inspecting and approving the installation of all landscape elements as to plan specifications.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 484 null"},{"title":"4.1202 Maui County personnel will inspect parking lot shade trees regarding their progress towards reaching the goal of a minimum 25% parking lot shade in 15 years.  When needed, inspectors will work with parking lot owners to achieve this percent of ...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 403 null"}]},{"title":"4.13 Literature Cited","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null"}]},{"title":"Heat Difference of Shaded-Unshaded Lots","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 498 721 null"},{"title":"Area","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 389 721 null"},{"title":"Shaded parts of lot averaged 1oC to 2oC (1.8oF to 3.6oF) cooler than unshaded portions.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 491 685 null"},{"title":"Air Temperature","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 337 685 null"},{"title":"Shaded vehicle cabins averaged 26.2oC (47.2oF) cooler than unshaded vehicles.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 491 598 null"},{"title":"Vehicle Cabin Temperature","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 337 598 null"},{"title":"Shaded vehicle tanks averaged 2oC to 4oC (3.6oF to 7.2oF) cooler than for unshaded vehicles.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 491 537 null"},{"title":"Vehicle Fuel Tank Temperature","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 337 537 null"},{"title":"Chapter 5. Exceptional Tree Program","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1100 null","children":[{"title":"5.1 POLICIES, PROCEDURES FOR NOMINATION AND DESIGNATION, AND OWNER RESPONSIBILITIES","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1046 null","children":[{"title":"5.101 Policies","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 977 null","children":[{"title":"5.101-A The \u201cExceptional Tree\u201d designation is a result of Chapter 58, HRS, and is mandated at the Maui County level by Ordinance 12.24A, which provides for the protection of trees designated exceptional from destruction due to land development or abus...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 947 null"},{"title":"5.101-B The list of Exceptional Trees is included in this document in Appendix D and filed with the Arborist Committee, the Bureau of Conveyances, and the Maui County departments of Planning, Public Works, and Parks and Recreation (see Appendix D, pag...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 685 null"},{"title":"5.101-C The Hawaii State Legislature passed a bill that allows for a tax deduction for Exceptional Tree maintenance.  Consult with your tax preparer, or the Hawaii Department of Taxation, for current information.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 527 null"}]},{"title":"5.102 Procedures for nomination and designation of Exceptional Trees:","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 424 null","children":[{"title":"5.102-A An individual or organization nominates a tree, stand, or grove of trees to the Arborist Committee for consideration as \u201cExceptional\u201d.  Included with the nomination should be the scientific and common name of the tree(s), the location of the t...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 398 null"},{"title":"5.102-B The Arborist Committee reviews the application.  If the tree(s) has historic or cultural value; or represents an important community resource; or is exceptional by reason of age, rarity, location, size, and esthetic quality; or is endemic: suc...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 239 null"},{"title":"5.102-C The Arborist Committee communicates with the owner of the property regarding the Exceptional Tree(s) nomination (see form on page 90).","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null"},{"title":"5.102-D The owner signs an \u201cAcceptance Form for Exceptional Tree Status\u201d and returns it to the Arborist Committee (see form on page 91).","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1017 null"},{"title":"5.102-E The Arborist Committee forwards the nomination through the Mayor to the County Council for acceptance and protection by County ordinance.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 962 null"}]},{"title":"5.103 Should the owner(s) of an exceptional tree(s) wish to remove the tree(s), said owner must first consult with the Director of Parks and Recreation.  The tree owner needs to provide the location of the tree(s), the action(s) to be taken, and the r...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 880 null"},{"title":"5.104 Only in very rare occasions will the owner of an Exceptional Tree(s) be granted approval to remove said tree(s) unless the tree(s) is dead, diseased, irretrievably damaged, or is a hazard to public safety or welfare.  If an Exceptional Tree is a...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 695 null"},{"title":"5.105 Owner Responsibilities","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 485 null","children":[{"title":"5.105-A It is the responsibility of Exceptional Tree owner(s) to provide the required care to maintain the good health of the tree(s).","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 459 null"},{"title":"5.105-B Owners should:","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 403 null","children":[{"title":" Ensure adequate irrigation and fertilization.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 372 null"},{"title":" Minimize overcrowding by other trees, plants, and weeds.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 342 null"},{"title":" Minimize overcrowding by manmade objects (buildings, etc.).","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 310 null"},{"title":" For tree pruning, after obtaining a permit from the Department of Parks and Recreation and with the Arborist Committee\u2019s app oval, utilize the services of an arborist, who is currently certified by the International Society of Arboriculture, who wil...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 279 null"},{"title":" Keep the surrounding area free of litter.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1043 null"},{"title":" Not permit anyone to climb an Exceptional Tree except for pruning purposes.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1012 null"},{"title":" Not permit anyone to climb an Exceptional Tree with spikes.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 954 null"},{"title":" Not permit anyone to post a sign or attach any item with or without nails, wires, etc., to an Exceptional Tree.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 924 null"},{"title":" Not permit foreign matter to be applied to the surface of an Exceptional Tree (paint, sealers, oil, etc.).","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 867 null"},{"title":" Not apply or store toxic or harmful materials (such as oil, ice, paint, etc.) under the canopy of Exceptional Trees.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 809 null"},{"title":" Limit activities that occur under the tree\u2019s canopy to avoid soil compaction and root damage.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 753 null"}]}]},{"title":"5.106 The Arborist Committee has final approval on any actions that might negatively affect the health of Exceptional Trees (pursuant to HRS Chapter 58).","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 696 null"},{"title":"TO:         (Owner of tree considered for","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1049 null"},{"title":"Exceptional Tree status)","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1019 null"}]}]},{"title":"Chapter 6. Policies, Procedures, And Standards For Planting, Pruning, Protecting And Maintaining Trees","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1100 null","children":[{"title":"6.1 POLICIES FOR Developers and Property Owners","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 905 null","children":[{"title":"6.101 It is the responsibility of developers and property owners to plant appropriate trees, turfgrass, and ground covers in planting strips in accordance with provisions of this document, in order to provide shade, reduce heat, cleanse air, and obtai...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 857 null"},{"title":"6.102 It is the responsibility of abutting property owners to provide water, fertilizer, and weed control to trees, turfgrass, and ground covers growing in the planting strips between their property line and the road.  Nylon string trimmers and mowers...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 672 null"},{"title":"6.103 When the planting strip is between the sidewalk and the curb, new developments are recommended to include a 2-inch PVC pipe sleeve under sidewalks to facilitate home owner installation of an irrigation system in the planting strip.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 539 null"},{"title":"6.104 The transplanting or removal of trees necessitated by widening or relocation of a driveway or any other construction by  he adjoining property shall be done at the abutting property owner\u2019s expense.  If a tree is too large to transplant, it shal...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 432 null"},{"title":"6.105 In-ground or field stock tree diameters are measured at 54 inches above ground, diameter at breast height (DBH).","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 993 null"},{"title":"6.106 If trees are to be impacted because of construction, it may be necessary to relocate and then replant them on-site.  If the trees are to remain in place during construction, protect them from construction damage (see section 6.6:Tree Protection ...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 936 null"},{"title":"6.107 If tree root cutting is unavoidable consult with a knowledgeable arborist currently certified by the ISA for guidelines and precautions.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 777 null"},{"title":"6.108 Some trees are killed by root suffocation when more than 4 inches of soil is placed above the original grade.  The tree\u2019s age, health, and species will influence its tolerance or sensitivity to raising the grade and how rapidly its decline and u...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 721 null"}]},{"title":"6.2 POLICIES FOR PUBLIC UTILITY FIRMS","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 614 null","children":[{"title":"6.201 Public utility firms that maintain poles and wires in the streets and parks shall keep all such trees and shrubs near wires and poles properly trimmed (thinning cuts without stubbing) so that minimal injury and no permanent damage occur to the t...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 569 null"}]},{"title":"6.3 PROCEDURES AND STANDARDS FOR PLANTING TREES","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 462 null","children":[{"title":"6.301 Park trees shall be planted in accordance with street tree planting standards including, but not limited to, using guys and stakes, trunk guards, and mulch.  Approved root barriers may not be necessary if surface roots will not interfere with wa...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 389 null"},{"title":"6.302 Street tree planting should conform to the following guidelines:","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1100 null","children":[{"title":"6.302-A No street tree should be planted closer than the following horizontal distances:","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1069 null","children":[{"title":" 30 feet from property line intersection at street intersection","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1012 null"},{"title":" 5 feet from a storm drain","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 982 null"},{"title":" 15 feet from a utility pole","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 950 null"},{"title":" 10 feet from a fire hydrant","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 919 null"},{"title":" 20 feet from overhead street light","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 889 null"},{"title":" 10 feet from a pedestrian crosswalk","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 857 null"},{"title":" 10 feet from a driveway","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 826 null"},{"title":" 30 feet from end of median","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 794 null"},{"title":"These distances serve as guidelines and may be revised in accordance with site conditions.  Department of Public Works current standards take precedence.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 763 null"}]},{"title":"6.302-B No street tree should be planted over sewer, water, or other utility lateral.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 681 null"},{"title":"6.302-C When selecting trees they shall be healthy, showing vigorous growth, and being free from insect pests.  The trees shall be free of diseases, sun scalds, bark abrasions, and other physical disfigurements.  Trees shall have a single dominant lea...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 624 null"},{"title":"6.302-D If unprotected and in the sun, trees lying on their side waiting to be transplanted may develop trunk and root sunburn.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 440 null"},{"title":"6.302-E Planting holes should be dug with level bottoms and with a minimum width 3 times the root ball\u2019s diameter.  If the soil is compacted or heavy clay, the planting hole\u2019s diameter should be 5 times the root ball\u2019s diameter. The depth shall be sam...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 385 null"},{"title":"6.302-F Trees planted in holes deeper than the root ball tend to sink further as irrigation and organic matter decomposition compact the soil beneath the tree.  As the tree sinks, trunk bark is exposed to wet soils and various soil borne diseases.  Tr...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null"},{"title":"6.302-G When street and park tree roots will impact with hardscapes, they shall be planted with a minimum 24 inch wide approved root barrier (Biobarrier, Deep Root, or approved equivalent).  The root barrier must be approved by the Directors of Public...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 915 null"},{"title":"6.302-H When planting in a single tree well, or in multiple tree wells, root barriers shall be placed along the inner edges of the hardscape in accordance with manufacturer\u2019s recommendations.  They are not to be installed immediately around the root b...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 730 null"},{"title":"6.302-I When planting in long continuous strips, such as along roads, or on the property side of sidewalks that abut the road, place root barriers along hardscape edges in 20-foot lengths - ten feet on either side of the tree.  Root barriers may event...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 597 null"},{"title":"6.302-J The tree shall be removed from its container.  The root ball shall be cut or opened slightly (without excessive trauma) to correct circling roots caused by the container to encourage root growth beyond the original confines.  The tree shall be...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 464 null"},{"title":"6.302-K When transplanting field stock broadleaf trees, smashed and fractured roots must be cut clean.  Planting holes should be wide enough to work the soil between and around roots to prevent voids.  Use a water pipe wand and/or hand tools to do the...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1100 null"},{"title":"6.302-L When transplanting field stock palms, sand is often used as a backfill.  Air pockets are removed and sand moved to fill the voids with a water pipe wand.  An amended soil might be too soft and allow movement of the root ball.  The finished gra...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 941 null"},{"title":"6.302-M Pit Backfill: A sudden change of soil particle size (layering soil over sand or sand over soil, or a layer of cinders at the bottom of the hole) will inhibit downward movement of water.  Therefore back fill with on-site soil.  If on-site soil ...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 782 null"},{"title":"6.302-N Slow release fertilizer tablets or briquettes (Agriform 21 gram 20-10-5 tablets or equivalent) should be used in the planting hole in accordance with the manufacture\u2019s recommendations.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 545 null"},{"title":"6.302-O For containerized specimen trees, build a 6-inch high by 4-foot wide berm around the tree to hold water.  The berm\u2019s rim shall be above the surrounding grade.  Water trees immediately after planting.  Increase water basin widths for field stoc...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 464 null"},{"title":"6.302-P Staking:  All trees not able to withstand strong winds by themselves shall be double-staked as per the Tree Planting Detail at the end of this chapter.  At a minimum, stakes shall be a 2-inch diameter pole or a 2\u201dx2\u201dx8\u2019 rough construction grad...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 355 null"},{"title":"6.302-Q Tree ties shall contact the trunk with a broad, smooth surface and have enough elasticity to minimize trunk abrasion and girdling.  Common tie material includes elastic webbing, belting, and cinch ties.  Wire covered with garden hose is too ab...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1017 null"},{"title":"6.302-R Very windy areas may require ties to be moved higher.  A second and lower tie should be used only for very spindly trees.  The tie(s) will form a figure-eight loop between the trunk and the stakes.  Two ties, one from each stake going around t...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 808 null"},{"title":"6.302-S If they are not able to withstand strong winds, field-grown and large containerized trees with branches should be guyed (three of them equally spaced) as per Figure 6-3: Palm Planting Detail found at the end of this chapter.  Palm tree guying ...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 571 null"},{"title":"6.302-T Stakes, ties, and guys should remain in place for at the most one year, or until the tree is able to withstand strong winds.  It is the responsibility of the contractor (for the first year or until the lot is sold), or the homeowner to remove ...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 334 null"},{"title":"6.302-U Use a 2-4 inch layer of a coarse mulch (wood chips preferably) within the water basin.  Keep it away from the tree\u2019s  runk by 6 inches.  Replace mulch as needed for two years.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 227 null"},{"title":"6.302-V Saturate the soil immediately after planting.  For subsequent water requirements, see Chapter 10, \u201cIrrigation and Wate  Conservation; Drought Tolerant Plants\u201d.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1100 null"},{"title":"6.302-W Maintain a turf free zone around the tree within the tree well for two years.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1017 null"},{"title":"6.302-X When grass is permitted to grow into the tree well, keep it away from the tree trunk.  Trunk guards are recommended to avoid girdling by sting trimmers.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 962 null"}]}]},{"title":"6.4 Procedures and Standards for Pruning Trees","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 880 null","children":[{"title":"6.401 Pruning should not be taken lightly; if done improperly it may have long lasting undesirable effects.  It is not possible to fully discuss tree pruning in this publication.  However, there are many references on the subject, such as Gilman, E.  ...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 806 null"},{"title":"6.402 Broad Leaf Tree Pruning.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 545 null","children":[{"title":"6.402-A Young Transplanted Trees:","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 514 null","children":[{"title":" It is no longer recommended that young trees be pruned at the time of transplanting to \u201cbalance off\u201d the above ground portio  with the below ground portion because of a root loss that occurred in transplanting.  Leaves and branches with green contai...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 484 null"},{"title":" Initially all branches should be kept on newly transplanted young trees since green branches and leaves produce essential foods and hormones that the sapling needs to grow.  After the young tree has become established, vigorous upright branches that...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null"}]},{"title":"6.402-B Juvenile and Medium Aged Trees:","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 785 null","children":[{"title":" The rule is not to remove more than 25% of a tree\u2019s canopy in any one year; so topping, or \u201chat racking\u201d, is out.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 754 null"},{"title":" Pruning should remove dead and diseased branches, rubbing branches, and branches that interfere with people and traffic.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 698 null"},{"title":"  Lion tailing should be avoided.  This condition results when an excessive number of lateral branches are removed from a primary branch, leaving mostly terminal foliage.  The branch becomes long and small in diameter and is more likely to break off ...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 641 null"}]},{"title":"6.402-C Mature trees:","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 507 null","children":[{"title":" Avoid removing large branches because the tree may not be able to callus over the wounds.  Such large wounds can then become entry points for disease, borers, and other pests.  If at all possible, living wood should not be removed from overly mature...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 476 null"}]}]},{"title":"6.403 Tree Topping vs. Tree Thinning.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1100 null","children":[{"title":"6.403-A Tree Topping (alias: hat racking, stubbing, cutting back, rounding over, shearing, tipping) is unnecessary.  People have it done because:","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1069 null","children":[{"title":" Topping reduces tree height.  Consider: Drop crotching instead.  This is when the height of a tree is reduced to a lateral (side) branch large enough to assume the leadership role.  This branch should be about one third the diameter of the one being...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 988 null"},{"title":" Topping is fast and cheap.  Fact: Yes, it is fast, but it is not cheap.  The tree responds with a flush of fast growing sprouts and the tree quickly reaches, or surpasses, its original height.  This requires a quicker return visit by the so called \u201c...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 828 null"},{"title":" Trees need to be cut back periodically.  Fact: Definitely not.  Topping weakens trees by removing valuable food and chemical reserves, making them more vulnerable to insects and diseases.  Sunburn, resulting from loss of leaf shade, kills tree bark ...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 693 null"}]},{"title":"6.403-B A Few Alternatives to Tree Topping.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 507 null","children":[{"title":" If a tree needs to be lowered in height, use drop crotching as described above.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 478 null"},{"title":" Consider thinning out and removing rubbing and diseased branches to permit more light, air, and views through the canopy.  Avoid lion tailing (described above).","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 420 null"},{"title":" When selecting a tree species, consider below and above ground limitations to avoid future space issues that require topping.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 337 null"},{"title":" If a tree is too large for the area, remove it and replace it with a smaller type or a dwarfed form.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 255 null"},{"title":" Hire an arborist who is currently certified by the International Society of Arboriculture and uses their pruning standards to do your pruning.  It takes knowledge, training, and skill to properly prune a tree, but little to no knowledge, training, o...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null"},{"title":" See Figure 6-4: Detailed Pruning Graphic on page 115 as an alternative to tree topping.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 965 null"}]}]},{"title":"6.404 Coconut Palm Tree Pruning.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 909 null","children":[{"title":"6.404-A To ensure people and property safety, it is common practice to remove coconut palm fronds and fruit two, three, and even four times a year.  At times overzealous pruners remove so many fronds that the crown resembles a \u201cfeather duster\u201d.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 878 null"},{"title":"6.404-B A \u201cfeather duster\u201d crown, like root cutting at transplanting, reduces water absorption by the roots and its upward movement.  Without sufficient water, the trunk does not fully expand at the site where the fronds are attached.  When the crown ...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 771 null"},{"title":"6.404-C An \u201chour glass\u201d trunk may have safety implications, especially in very tall trees.  The best practice is to remove only those fronds whose tips fall below a horizontal plane drawn at the base of frond attachments (see page 118 for the coconut ...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 612 null"},{"title":"6.404-D It is recommended that about 12 inches of palm frond bases be left to fall off by themselves, or left on at least until the next pruning.  If these bases are shaved off at the time of frond removal, soft trunk tissue is exposed to insects, suc...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 504 null"},{"title":"6.404-E For coconut tree owners and pruners a document on coconut tree pruning, and a few safety measures, is included at the end of this chapter (see pages 117-119).  This material is published by the Aloha Arborist Association, in consultation with ...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 268 null"}]}]},{"title":"6.5 PROCEDURES AND STANDARDS FOR POST PLANT TREE MAINTENANCE FOR DEVELOPERS AND ABUTTING PROPERTY OWNERS","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1100 null","children":[{"title":"6.501 Post plant tree care, including maintaining, replacing, and removing tree stakes and guys, is the responsibility of the developer for the first year after planting.  The abutting property owner must be informed by the developer at the time of th...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1002 null"},{"title":"6.502 After the first year the abutting property owner is responsible for removing/maintaining/replacing tree stakes and guys.  To avoid trunk girdling, the abutting property owner must remove the stakes/guys when they are not needed for tree support....","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 817 null","children":[{"title":"6.502-A It is the responsibility of the Director of Planning, or his/her designee, to ensure that stakes and guys are removed prior to causing tree damage to protect publicly owned trees.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 684 null"}]},{"title":"6.503 Maintenance of trees and landscape plantings (turf and/or ground cover) includes watering, fertilizing, mowing the lawn, and raking leaves and rubbish when they are excessive.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 601 null"},{"title":"6.504 Maintain a weed and turfgrass free zone within the tree\u2019s water basin.  Restore the water basin berm as needed.  Basins should be maintained for at least 2 years.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 520 null"},{"title":"6.505 It is recommended that the 2-4 inch layer of coarse organic mulch, preferably wood chips, be maintained.  Keep it away from tree trunks by 6 inches.  Such mulches improve the population of soil microbes, conserve soil moisture, maintain soil por...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 438 null"},{"title":"6.506 If trees are growing in grassed planters, do not girdle tree trunks with string trimmers and other machinery.  Trunk damage guarantees poor performance and maybe even death.  Trunk guards will protect tree trunks from string trimmer damage, but ...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 253 null"},{"title":"6.507 After initial soil saturating irrigation at planting, keep the soil moist for the first two weeks.  After this, reduce water frequency to permit some surface drying.  Replace water loss as needed.  The amount of water applied will depend on time...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null"},{"title":"6.508 Too much or too little water is the primary cause for tree death in the first year after planting.  Important: Check the root ball\u2019s moisture underneath the mulch the day after irrigating and if necessary adjust the amount of water applied.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 941 null"},{"title":"6.509 In order to provide fertilization during the first year, tablets or briquettes should be incorporated into the planting pit.  However, the tree will benefit from additional fertilizer the second half of the first year and then each consecutive y...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 834 null"},{"title":"6.510 Fertilizers with an organic source of nitrogen such as 4-4-4 or one such as 8-4-5 with an organic and an inorganic source of nitrogen are slow release and promote root growth.  If using an organic fertilizer, more will be required because of a l...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 545 null"},{"title":"6.511 The abutting property owner should inform the County Arborist if the tree planted along the public right of way is not doing well.  The Department of Parks and Recreation is responsible for spraying trees for insects.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 412 null"},{"title":"6.512 Abutting property owners are responsible for providing water and fertilizer to trees to help them ward off insect pests.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 330 null"},{"title":"6.513 If a street tree dies due to abuse or neglect by the abutting property owner, tree replacement, with Parks and Recreation approval, is the responsibility of the abutting property owner.  Otherwise, tree replacement is the responsibility of Parks...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 275 null"}]},{"title":"6.6 Tree Protection at a Construction Site","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1100 null","children":[{"title":"6.601 When a project area includes trees selected to be included in the finished landscaping, they need to be protected during construction to avoid being damaged.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1061 null"},{"title":"6.602 It is suggested that a developer utilize the services of an ISA Certified Arborist who is knowledgeable about proper procedures to be used regarding protecting trees during construction and the necessary follow-up maintenance.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 979 null"},{"title":"6.603 Typically, tree roots are found in the top three to four feet of soil.  However, most of the small absorbing roots are found in the top six inches of soil.  Root mycorrhizae, beneficial fungi that associate with roots to enhance absorption of wa...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 872 null"},{"title":"6.604 To protect trees, construction fences need to be erected around each tree or group of trees that are to remain and be included as part of the final landscape.  These fences will form a tree protection zone (TPZ) where no activity should occur ab...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 661 null","children":[{"title":"6.604-A For young, mature and over mature trees tolerant of construction damage, the TPZ\u2019s radius should be one foot per inch of tree trunk diameter.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 554 null"},{"title":"6.604-B For young, mature and over mature trees not tolerant of construction damage, the TPZ\u2019s radius should be 1.5 feet per i ch of tree trunk diameter.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 472 null"},{"title":"6.604-C For columnar trees such as the Cook pine, Araucaria columnaris, or the columnar Italian cypress, Cupressus sempervirens, with a disproportionately small canopy spread, the TPZ\u2019s radius should be 1.5 feet per inch of trunk diameter.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 389 null"},{"title":"6.604-D The above TPZ\u2019s can be adjusted downward depending on tree species, age, health, and post plant care.  Seek the services of a knowledgeable ISA Certified Arborist for recommendations.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 282 null"}]},{"title":"6.605 Trunk diameters are measured at 54 inches above ground for all planted trees. Young containerized tree trunk diameters are measured at 12 inches above container soil.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 201 null"},{"title":"6.606 If travel under the canopy of a tree destined to be saved is unavoidable, limit travel to a single route and as far away from the trunk as possible.  It is recommended that the soil be temporarily covered with a 6 to 12 inch layer of coarse tree...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null"},{"title":"6.607 Water and fertilize beneath the tree\u2019s canopy, during and after construction, to help reduce tree root stress.  Fertilizers with an organic form of nitrogen are best for root growth.  Applying fertilizers prior to the mulch is even more benefici...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 893 null"},{"title":"6.608 Some of the above statements were taken from Lily, 2010 and from Fite and Smiley, 2008.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 782 null"}]},{"title":"6.7 Mature Tree Valuation & Replacement at a Construction Site","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 725 null","children":[{"title":"6.701 Even though this part of Chapter 6 is an optional consideration for developers at this time, it provides an opportunity or those who want to \u201cgo green\u201d to maintain or exceed the environmental benefits that large trees on their property provided...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 652 null"},{"title":"6.702 Mature trees are an important asset in Maui County.  Retaining them at a construction site provides a continuation of their environmental and economic benefits to the community.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 545 null","children":[{"title":"6.702-A In this planting plan, a \u201cmature tree\u201d is one with a trunk diameter of eight inches or more (excluding its bark) measured at 54 inches above ground, diameter at breast height (DBH).","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 462 null"}]},{"title":"6.703 Mature trees to be retained at a construction site should be protected by a TPZ during construction.  They could also be transplanted elsewhere for safekeeping, then returned to the original site at the time landscaping is installed, providing t...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 381 null"},{"title":"6.704 If a mature tree\u2019s retention or movement is not warranted due to its poor health, high costs, or is an invasive species, then it should be replaced.  Replacement trees should be used to restore the lost environmental benefits the mature tree(s) ...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 249 null"},{"title":"6.705 Tree environmental benefits, converted to dollar values, can be obtained by visiting the itreetools.org website and searching for \u201cdesign\u201d or by simply searching the web for \u201ci-tree design\u201d and clicking on the resulting link (http://www.itreetoo...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1100 null"},{"title":"6.706 Using this webpage, the developer, or an ISA currently certified arborist, or the landscape architect, can calculate the approximate annual environmental dollar value for mature trees being removed as well as for the trees replacing them.  Neede...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 993 null"},{"title":"6.707 The maximum tree diameter this program accepts is 100 inches excluding thickness of bark. Any tree larger than this is therefore to be considered as being just 100 inches.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 730 null"},{"title":"6.708 The environmental dollar value of a tree does not consider costs associated with its long-term care and maintenance.  The dollar value estimates represent the overall benefits a tree of that type, trunk diameter and health growing in that area w...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 649 null","children":[{"title":"6.708-A Some tree benefits considered in determining these tree annual environmental dollar values are:","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 540 null","children":[{"title":" Interception of storm water runoff.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 485 null"},{"title":" Carbon dioxide reduction.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 453 null"},{"title":" Conservation of energy resulting from direct shading of surfaces.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 423 null"},{"title":" Wind speed reduction.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 365 null"},{"title":" Cooling the air by transpiration (loss of water vapor via leaf pores).","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 334 null"},{"title":" Shading ability to reduce light/heat reflection off surfaces.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 276 null"},{"title":" Shading of paved surfaces to reduce the \u201cheat island\u201d effect.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 245 null"},{"title":" Reduction of ozone production resulting in cooler atmospheres.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 213 null"},{"title":" Intercepting particulate matter like dust, ash, and smoke.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 183 null"},{"title":" Production of oxygen required for breathing.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 151 null"}]}]},{"title":"6.709 Should the above web site not be available in the future, then the Maui County Arborist Committee and the Department of Planning will be responsible for selecting some other web site or means for determining tree values.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null"}]},{"title":"6.8  Example: Tree Valuation and Replacement at a Construction Site","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 993 null","children":[{"title":"6.801 The following scenario demonstrates the process of calculating the environmental dollar value of trees: An open field located at 600 Haleakala Highway, Kahului, HI 96732, USA is used as the site for this example. The property is being cleared to...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 919 null"},{"title":"6.802 Searching the web for the words \u201ci-tree design\u201d yields a link (http://www.itreetools.org/design.php) to a national tree benefits calculator developed by the USDA Forest Service in cooperative partnership with numerous other entities. The followi...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 656 null"},{"title":"6.803 None of the above trees were to be incorporated into the landscape plan because all are invasive species.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 563 null"},{"title":"6.804 In keeping with the \u201cstreet tree mix\u201d for subdivisions of four or more lots found in Chapter 2, and fulfilling the requi ement of \u201cone tree per lot\u201d, the landscape architect selected the following street and park trees for this fictitious 30 lot...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 502 null"},{"title":"Street trees:","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 343 null"},{"title":"Park trees:","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 245 null"},{"title":"6.805 The following Dollar Value for Replacement Trees was calculated using the same scenario for a fictitious housing development at 600 Haleakala Highway and employing the itree tools.org tree benefits calculator.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null"},{"title":"6.806 Removal of trees with diameters eight inches or larger lost $121.57 in annual tree benefits.  Replacement trees provided $70.95 in annual tree benefits, making for a net loss of $50.62.  This example confirms the environmental value that large c...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 304 null"},{"title":"6.807 If the project area does not have a sufficient number of planting places to accommodate all the required number of replacement trees to restore the lost environmental dollars, then trees can be planted in County parks, along County roads, or in ...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 967 null"},{"title":"6.808 As replacement trees grow larger, their environmental value increases.  Hopefully this increase will make up for the loss of benefits from the trees and shrubs that were less than eight inches in diameter and not considered for planting replacem...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 678 null"}]},{"title":"6.9 Literature Cited","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 388 null"}]},{"title":"Chapter 7. Sound, Wind and Visual Barrier Program","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1090 null","children":[{"title":"7.1 General","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1038 null","children":[{"title":"7.101 These plants can be used as barriers to provide sound, wind, and visual screening.  Users should keep in mind people and traffic safety when selecting and placing barrier plants in the landscape.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 999 null"},{"title":"7.102 Plants taller than 3 feet cannot be planted closer than 30 feet from intersections.  If they are, then height control will be necessary for maintaining a line of sight for safety purposes.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 918 null"},{"title":"7.103 Some of the following plants may be appropriate for use as specimen, as well as group plantings, in public and private landscaping.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 835 null"},{"title":"7.104 For clarification of plant characteristics and planting zones in Table 7-1: Sound/Wind/Visual Barriers at the end of this chapter, please see the Chapter 1 topic \u201cTree and Other Plant Characteristics Defined\u201d on page 7.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 779 null"},{"title":"7.105 Plants with an asterisk (*) next to their scientific name are currently being evaluated by the Hawaii/Pacific Weed Risk Assessment protocol (see explanation of HPWRA on page 189).  If they are found to be invasive at a later date, they will be r...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 698 null"}]}]},{"title":"Chapter 8. Turfgrass And Ground Covers:  Types, Planting, And Care","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1077 null","children":[{"title":"8.1 TURFGRASS AND GROUND COVER GENERAL INFORMATION","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 999 null","children":[{"title":"8.101 Well established and maintained turfgrass and ground cover contribute to the esthetics of an area, protect it from soil erosion, and provide dust control.  To achieve such results, the following should be considered:","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 930 null","children":[{"title":"8.101-A Good soil preparation and grading.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 847 null"},{"title":"8.101-B Selection of appropriate plant materials for the area.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 817 null"},{"title":"8.101-C Good maintenance - proper fertilizing, mowing, trimming back, watering, and controlling weeds, diseases, and insects.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 788 null"}]},{"title":"8.102 The decision to use ground cover rather than turfgrass in residential roadside planting strips needs to consider that the former may not permit foot traffic.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 731 null"},{"title":"8.103 Site Preparation Measures","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 675 null","children":[{"title":"8.103-A If possible, move 6 inches of top soil to one side until construction and subsoil grading operations are completed.  This top soil will be returned prior to planting.  Do not mix poor soils that may be \u201ctrucked in\u201d or sub soils accumulated whe...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 644 null"},{"title":"8.103-B If additional soil is brought in for planting, it should be similar to what is onsite.  Mix it with the existing top soil to a depth of 12 inches to avoid \u201clayering\u201d and the water movement problems it produces.  Do not introduce rocky fill mat...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 485 null"},{"title":"8.103-C Remove debris, branches, rocks, construction materials, etc., prior to planting.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 378 null"},{"title":"8.103-D A test of on-site soil, with backfill material mixed in if used, should be conducted to determine nutrient, pH, and salinity levels for making appropriate adjustments prior to planting.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 322 null"}]}]},{"title":"8.2 PREPARING THE SOIL FOR TURFGRASS AND GROUND COVER PLANTING","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null","children":[{"title":"8.201 Soil preparation prior to planting.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1031 null","children":[{"title":"8.201-A All types of grass and ground cover planting methods require the same bed preparation.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1000 null"},{"title":"8.201-B After moving six inches of top soil to one side, loosen the subsoil so that it can be worked.  It is recommended that the soil be at field capacity moisture (two days after irrigation) rather than at saturation point (all pores filled with moi...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 945 null"},{"title":"8.201-C Slope the subsoil away from buildings if possible.  A 25% grade will be adequate for good drainage.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 811 null"},{"title":"8.201-D Based on a soil analysis and fertilizer recommendations, a phosphate fertilizer (such as 10-30-10) and any required lime products should be incorporated into the top six inches of subsoil and mixed in thoroughly prior to planting.  (see 8.202-...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 756 null"},{"title":"8.201-E In addition, organic matter should be added as well.  This is especially true for sandy and heavy clay soils where 25%-33% organic matter by volume would make an ideal soil mixture and 10%-15% organic matter would be considered minimal.  For l...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 647 null"},{"title":"8.201-F Uniformly spread the six inches of topsoil you saved (see 8.103-A.) or brought in, over the subsoil and grade.  If topsoil needs to be purchased, be sure that it is free of rocks, toxic salts and chemicals, debris, and undesirable plants and s...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 514 null"}]},{"title":"8.202 Fertilizer Incorporation.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 355 null","children":[{"title":"8.202-A A fertilizer that has a combination of nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, and some trace elements, is incorporated into the soil, usually at 2 lbs. nitrogen per thousand square feet of surface, six inches deep.  Typically, a fertilizer such as 1...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 325 null","children":[{"title":"Example Problem:  The hypothetical fertilizer has an analysis of 10-30-10 (10% N, 30% P2O5, 10% K2O).  It is to be applied to an area of 650 sq.  ft.  at the rate of 2 lb. nitrogen per thousand square feet.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null"}]}]},{"title":"8.203 Understanding Soil pH","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 953 null","children":[{"title":"8.203-A 10.203-A Soil pH Scale.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 918 null","children":[{"title":" Every number is 10 times more acid or more alkaline than number 7 (a neutral pH).  For example, 6 is ten times more acidic  han 7 and 5 is 10 times more acidic than 6.  Thus, 5 is 10 x 10, or 100 times, more acidic than 7.  Four is 10 x 10 x 10, or ...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 789 null"},{"title":" Turfgrass and ground covers prefer a soil pH in the range of 6.3 to 6.8 because various plant nutrients become less available for root uptake above and below this pH range.  However, as Table 8-1 indicates, they tolerate pHs a little above and below...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 626 null"},{"title":" Consult a professional for advice and recommendations for ways to correct soil pH to promote good plant growth.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 414 null"}]}]},{"title":"8.204 Chemical Use","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 357 null","children":[{"title":"8.204-A If pesticides are applied, all label directions must be adhered to.  Pesticides and herbicides should be used as a last resort for benefit of the environment.  Consult a professional.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 326 null"}]},{"title":"8.205 Weed Control","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 245 null","children":[{"title":"8.205-A Until good turfgrass/ground cover coverage is achieved, hand pulling, pre-emergent herbicides, mulches, mechanical barriers, or some other means of controlling weeds is recommended.  Weeds compete with desired plants for water, fertilizer, and...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 215 null"}]}]},{"title":"8.3 TURFGRASS PLANTING","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null","children":[{"title":"8.301 Turfgrass selection consideration:","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1061 null","children":[{"title":"8.301-A Select high quality planting material that is free of weeds, insects, and diseases.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1031 null"},{"title":"8.301-B Select turfgrass types that are adapted to anticipated traffic, soil, salinity, rainfall, elevation, shade, and other conditions of the area.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 974 null"},{"title":"8.301-C Select the type of turfgrass that available time and resources will provide the required maintenance.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 918 null"},{"title":"8.301-D Some of the warm season grasses will turn yellow, thin out, and grow more slowly during the cold months at higher elevations.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 863 null","children":[{"title":" Kikuyugrass is an exception; it thrives when it is cooler.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 806 null"}]},{"title":"8.301-E Avoid planting grass stolons and seed under shade.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 774 null"},{"title":"8.301-F Turfgrass \u201cbreeders\u201d are constantly producing new types with improved characteristics. These may not be listed in Table 8-1: Turfgrass (beginning on page 147) but should be considered when making a selection.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 745 null"}]},{"title":"8.302 Planting Turfgrass","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 663 null","children":[{"title":"8.302-A Seeding: Grasses for which seeds are available can be planted by hand or with a mechanical seeder.  Divide the seeds in half, spreading half in one direction, and the other half crosswise to the first sowing.  Cover the seeds by raking lightly...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 632 null"},{"title":"8.302-B Plugging is planting clumps of grass plants with intact roots and soil in preformed holes at given intervals, usually 1 foot apart.  Closer intervals will result in quicker coverage.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 499 null"},{"title":"8.302-C Sodding is good when a contractor has a 90 day maintenance contract after installation or immediate and complete coverage is required.  The seedbed should be firmed with a roller.  Sod should be cut with one inch of soil (a turfgrass producer ...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 418 null"},{"title":"8.302-D Strip Sodding is planting sod in strips, end to end, with parallel strips spaced about one foot apart.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null"},{"title":"8.302-E Sprigging is planting individual plants, runners, or cuttings at spaced intervals.  Sprigs or runners are obtained by tearing apart or shredding solid pieces of established grass.  The spacing should be governed by how fast coverage is desired...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1043 null"},{"title":"8.302-F Stolonizing is evenly spreading shredded stolons (turfgrass clippings with short stems) over an area followed by top dressing, and rolling.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 936 null"},{"title":"8.302-G Hydromulching is a method of applying propagation material by spraying a mixture of water, wood fiber mulch, and seeds, sprigs, or stolons onto a planting area.  Specialized equipment is required.  Hydromulching provides the additional benefit...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 880 null"}]}]},{"title":"8.4 Turfgrass MAINTENANCE","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 721 null","children":[{"title":"8.401 Fertilizing post plant.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 678 null","children":[{"title":"8.401-A Slow release fertilizers should be used in post plant grass care because losses due to leaching are minimized and longer intervals between applications are possible.  Apply fertilizers with a ratio of major nutrients of 4:1:2 or 3:1:2.  Avoid ...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 647 null"},{"title":"8.401-B Using a hypothetical fertilizer of 28:7:14 on El Toro Zoysia grass growing in an area of 650 sq.  ft.  and at 0.5 lb.  N per 1000sq.  ft.  per month (as found in Table 8-1: Turfgrass on page 147).  The amount of fertilizer to apply can be dete...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 514 null"},{"title":"8.401-C In general, you need to determine the nitrogen requirement of your grass from Table 8-1: Turfgrass in this chapter.  Then determine how much fertilizer needs to be applied to provide this amount of nitrogen according to the calculation in the ...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 310 null"},{"title":"8.401-D Besides nitrogen (nitrate, ammonium, and urea), other important elements for greening grass are: Iron, Magnesium, Sulfur, and Manganese.  Fertilizers with these additional nutrients are considered better than those without.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null"},{"title":"8.401-E Do not apply fertilizers when grass leaves are wet.  Water the turfgrass immediately after applying fertilizer to wash it off the leaves and prevent burning of the grass plant.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 993 null"},{"title":"8.401-F At some sites, kikuyugrass may not need to be fertilized once it is established.  Water alone may be sufficient.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 910 null"},{"title":"8.401-G Be concerned about polluting the environment and ocean.  Avoid water runoff from the land, especially when it contains fertilizers and chemicals used in landscape planting and maintenance.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 854 null"}]},{"title":"8.402 Watering","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 773 null","children":[{"title":"8.402-A Newly planted turfgrass needs to be lightly watered at least three to four times a day for the first 10 days, two times a day for the next 14 days, and one time a day until matured growth is reached.  When reaching maturity, watering every oth...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 742 null"},{"title":"8.402-B The watering program for an established turfgrass will depend on soil texture and environmental conditions.  Sandy soils will require more frequent watering while clay soils will require less.  Apply water before the grass wilts (enough water ...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 609 null"},{"title":"8.402-C Seasonal irrigation adjustments will also be needed: more applied during the summer months and less during the winter months.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 372 null"},{"title":"8.402-D For water conservation, automatic irrigation systems must be governed by a rain shut off valve.  The irrigation industry has controllers with soil moisture sensors and evapotranspiration (ET) stations to make for more conservative applications...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 316 null"},{"title":"8.402-E Subsurface watering may be appropriate for irrigating turfgrass.  When used, fertilizer injection into the irrigation system may be appropriate because wetting fertilizers applied to the soil\u2019s surface will be difficult.  Use irrigation materi...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null"},{"title":"8.402-F Irrigation with saline water must be on long enough to move the layer of accumulated salt below the root zone.  The soil must not be permitted to dry out.  If soil dries, the lower salts will rise up and may reach the root zone and increase it...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 967 null"},{"title":"8.402-G Turfgrass will do better without salts.  If a soil\u2019s electrical conductivity is greater than 3.0, it will hinder the g owth of most grasses.  Irrigation water should preferably have an EC of less than 1.5.  Matured grasses are more tolerant of...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 808 null"},{"title":"8.402-H When irrigating with recycled R-1 water, it should be tested for pH, electrical conductivity, and mineral content to make adjustments in plant types selected, soil amendments, depth of wetting, and fertilizers used.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 673 null"}]},{"title":"8.403 Mowing","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 592 null","children":[{"title":"8.403-A Mowing height will depend on the type of turfgrass grown and its intended use.  In general, higher cuts will reduce weed seed germination.  Mowers should be sharp enough to cut the grass cleanly without bruising or tearing the leaves.  Reel mo...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 562 null"}]},{"title":"8.404 Renovating Turfgrass","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 403 null","children":[{"title":"8.404-A Grass may decline after establishment.  Determine the cause(s) for decline and implement corrective measures.  At times poor drainage due to the nature of the soil itself may be causing the decline in turfgrass health.  In that case, follow su...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 372 null"},{"title":"8.404-B Faults such as poor plant nutrition, low soil pH, improper or inadequate irrigation, soil compaction, weeds, excessive shading from trees, and general neglect can usually be corrected during renovation.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 213 null"},{"title":"8.404-C Steps in lawn renovation:","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null","children":[{"title":" For the elimination of weeds and undesirable grasses:  Mow closely and remove clippings and debris.  Water and fertilize the area.  When the grass and weeds are growing better, apply selective herbicides to eliminate the weeds.  Consult a profession...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1069 null"},{"title":" For compact soils:  Aerate or loosen surface soil by using an aerator.  A grid system (e.g.  grasscrete, geotec, or equivalent) filled with soil and planted with grass will tolerate vehicular and foot traffic.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 960 null"},{"title":" For nutrient and pH problems:  Apply fertilizer and lime products in accordance with soil test recommendations.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 878 null"},{"title":" Replant turfgrass in areas where it is poorly established.  Provide walkways where foot traffic limits growing turfgrass.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 821 null"}]}]},{"title":"8.405 Turfgrass Problems","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 763 null","children":[{"title":"8.405-A Weeds","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 733 null","children":[{"title":" Pulling, mowing prior to weed seeding, and growing a strong healthy competitive grass will provide some weed control.  Stressed grass is not able to compete with weeds.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 704 null"},{"title":" Barren soil invites weeds.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 620 null"},{"title":" Even with a good turfgrass management program, weeds may become established and some means of control may be required.  If herbicides are used, follow directions and precautions listed on the container label.  For assistance call the chemical compan...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 589 null"}]},{"title":"8.405-B Diseases","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 455 null","children":[{"title":" Certain environmental and turfgrass conditions need to be present before plant diseases are established.  Poor turfgrass management due to inadequate soil aeration or drainage, over watering, over fertilizing, excessive shading, excessive thatch, an...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 424 null"},{"title":" If disease is a problem, consult a professional.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 187 null"}]},{"title":"8.405-C Insects","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null","children":[{"title":" There are many kinds of insects and insect-like pests that damage turfgrass.  Some of these are turfgrass caterpillars, Hunting Billbugs, Rhodesgrass Mealy Bugs, mites, and aphids.  The organic material Dipel, Bacillus thuringiensis, is effective ag...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1069 null"}]}]}]},{"title":"8.5 Turfgrass Table Characteristics Defined","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 884 null","children":[{"title":"8.501 Turfgrass characteristics that appear in Table 8-1: Turfgrass are defined below.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 840 null","children":[{"title":"8.501-A Color:  Shades of green, as listed in Turfgrass Table.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 809 null"},{"title":"8.501-B Disease Susceptibility:  These diseases are listed by number in the Turfgrass Table.  The grasses are particularly sensitive to these diseases when specific environmental and cultural conditions exist.  Other diseases could affect the grass pl...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 779 null","children":[{"title":" 0 - not susceptible to any serious disease","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 646 null"},{"title":" 1 \u2013 Helminthosporium like diseases, fungal diseases.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 615 null"},{"title":" 2 - rust, a fungal disease","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 583 null"},{"title":" 3 - gray leaf spot, a fungal disease","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 553 null"},{"title":" 4 - Rhizoctonia, a fungal disease (more common in poorly drained soils)","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 520 null"},{"title":" 5 - Pythium, a fungal disease (more common in poorly drained soils)","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 464 null"}]},{"title":"8.501-C Drought Tolerance:  The ability to survive or recover after periods without water.  Grasses with underground stems (rhizomes) are more drought tolerant.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 433 null","children":[{"title":" Poor","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 351 null"},{"title":" Good","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 323 null"},{"title":" Excellent","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 293 null"}]},{"title":"8.501-D Insect Susceptibility:  These insects are listed by number in the Turfgrass Table.  The list is limited to major problems only.  If necessary consult a professional.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null","children":[{"title":" 0 - insect pests of minor significance","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1017 null"},{"title":" 1 - lawn armyworm","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 986 null"},{"title":" 2 - sod webworm","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 954 null"},{"title":" 3 - hunting billbug","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 924 null"},{"title":" 4 - black cutworm - usually a minor pest.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 893 null"},{"title":" 5 - yellow sugarcane aphid","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 861 null"},{"title":" 6 - firey skipper","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 831 null"},{"title":" 7 - bermudagrass mite","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 799 null"},{"title":" 8 \u2013 southern chinch bug","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 768 null"},{"title":" 9 - rhodesgrass mealy bug","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 736 null"}]},{"title":"8.501-E Leaf Stiffness: Indicates relative softness of leaf blades.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 705 null","children":[{"title":" Soft","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 675 null"},{"title":" Medium","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 643 null"},{"title":" Stiff","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 612 null"}]},{"title":"8.501-F Leaf Texture:  Indicates relative width of leaf.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 580 null","children":[{"title":" Fine: < 2 mm wide","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 550 null"},{"title":" Medium: 2-3 mm wide","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 519 null"},{"title":" Coarse: > 3 mm wide","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 488 null"}]},{"title":"8.501-G Maintenance: Grasses differ greatly in their maintenance requirements (including fertilizer needs, susceptibility to pests, mowing frequency, irrigation requirements, and thatch control).  As a general rule fine textured grasses require a high...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 456 null","children":[{"title":" High \u2013 require high maintenance; generally fine textured grasses.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 297 null"},{"title":" Medium \u2013 require less maintenance.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 265 null"},{"title":" Low \u2013 require even less maintenance; generally coarse textured grasses mowed higher.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 235 null"}]},{"title":"8.501-H Mower Height/Frequency: The recommendations made will provide optimum growth and aesthetics.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null","children":[{"title":" Height of mowing: as listed in Table 8-1: Turfgrass.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1043 null"},{"title":" Frequency is as follows:","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1012 null","children":[{"title":"\u2013 Frequent \u2013 once a week is best.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 980 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Intermediate \u2013 once every two or three weeks may be all right.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 953 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Minimal \u2013 mowing intervals greater than three weeks may be all right.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 924 null"}]}]},{"title":"8.501-I Nitrogen Requirement: These recommendations are for optimum growth of turfgrass.  Environmental factors, such as temperature and sunlight, may alter these rates.  Use rates shown as a guideline only.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 873 null"},{"title":"8.501-J Planting Method: Grass is propagated either by seed or vegetative pieces.  Some grasses are propagated only by vegetative means because they are hybrids and/or sterile and produce no seeds.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 791 null","children":[{"title":" Plugs:  The amount of material needed for planting plugs will depend on the distance between plugs and the size of the plug.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 708 null"},{"title":" Sprigs and Stolons:  The amount of material needed for planting sprigs and stolons will depend on the turfgrass density desi ed for competition with weeds and the selected species' rate of growth.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 652 null"},{"title":" Seed: The pounds of seed per 1,000 sq.  ft.  of soil surface are shown in Table 8-1: Turfgrass.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 569 null"}]},{"title":"8.501-K Planting Rate: Suggested planting rates are shown in the Table 8-1: Turfgrass.  One bushel equals eight gallons by volume.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 513 null"},{"title":"8.501-L Salt Tolerance: Indicates the ability to be grown in salty soil, to be irrigated with saline water, or to be exposed to ocean sprays.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 456 null","children":[{"title":" Sensitive - not recommended for salty areas.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 400 null"},{"title":" Moderate - will do all right in salty areas.  Some loss in vigor or salt damage may occur.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 369 null"},{"title":" Tolerant - tolerant of salt sprays.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 311 null"}]},{"title":"8.501-M Seed Head Development:  Indicates the abundance of seed heads produced by the turfgrass.  These tend to be unsightly and it is usually a problem in the summertime.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 281 null","children":[{"title":" Minimal - negligible amount of heads.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 198 null"},{"title":" Medium - sometimes a problem; usually in low numbers.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 168 null"},{"title":" High - more frequently a problem and numerous.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 135 null"}]},{"title":"8.501-N Shade Tolerance:  This characteristic is the ability to grow in varying degrees of shade.  Grasses will do better when grown in full sunlight.  Shading a sun loving grass produces poor growth and weediness.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null","children":[{"title":" Poor","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1017 null"},{"title":" Fair","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 986 null"},{"title":" Good","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 954 null"},{"title":" Excellent","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 924 null"}]},{"title":"8.501-O Shoot Density:  Indicates the number of plants per square inch.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 893 null","children":[{"title":" Low - few plants per square inch.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 863 null"},{"title":" Medium","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 831 null"},{"title":" High - many plants per square inch.  Lower mowing height possible.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 800 null"},{"title":"8.501-P Soil pH:  The listed pH represents the range of acidity that turfgrass prefers (see page 135 for general discussion of pH).","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 768 null"}]},{"title":"8.501-Q Thatching:  Thatch is a layer of dead and living stems, leaves, and roots between the growing turfgrass and soil surface.  It can cause disease problems and slow growth due to the accumulation of grass roots in the thatch and related grass pla...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 713 null","children":[{"title":" Low","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 528 null"},{"title":" Medium","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 496 null"},{"title":" High","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 465 null"}]},{"title":"8.501-R Water Requirement:  Water required for optimum growth.  Temperature, wind, rainfall, cloud cover, soil type, etc., will vary requirements throughout the year.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 433 null","children":[{"title":" Low - approximately 1\" per week","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 352 null"},{"title":" Medium - in between low and high","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 320 null"},{"title":" High - approximately 2.5\" per week","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 290 null"}]},{"title":"8.501-S Wear Resistance/Wear Recovery:","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null","children":[{"title":" Wear resistance is the ability to withstand traffic and other abuse without sustaining excessive damage.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1069 null","children":[{"title":"\u2013 Poor","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1012 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Fair","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 983 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Good","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 956 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Very good","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 927 null"}]},{"title":" Wear recovery is the rate at which turfgrass will grow back after damage has occurred.  Grasses with underground stems (rhizomes) recover faster.  As an exception, even though Zoysia grasses have rhizomes, most are listed as being slow to recover fr...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 899 null","children":[{"title":"\u2013 Slow","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 765 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Medium","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 737 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Rapid","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 708 null"}]}]},{"title":"8.501-T Zones:  See Chapter 1 for the Maui County maps with planting zones starting on page 11.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 681 null"}]}]},{"title":"8.6 GROUND COVER PLANTING AND MAINTENANCE GUIDE","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1127 null","children":[{"title":"8.601 Ground covers play an important part in any planting scheme.  They serve many purposes such as:  weed control, prevent soil erosion, and provide dust control.  They also protect soil from temperature extremes, are area fillers, and are plantings...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1080 null"},{"title":"8.602 The selection of ground cover plants will depend on:  site climatic and soil conditions, plant moisture requirements, ultimate size, and maintenance requirements.  Generally speaking most ground covers require minimal maintenance.  This is not t...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 945 null"},{"title":"8.603 Soil preparation is usually the same as for turfgrass.  The soil should be loosened, organic matter incorporated, and a balanced fertilizer applied evenly.  Refer to Sections 8.1 and 8.2 pages 133 - 135 in this chapter for details.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 838 null"},{"title":"8.604 Irrigation is most crucial during establishment.  Water is necessary to maintain plant vigor even after the plants have become established.  For water conservation, automatic irrigation systems must be governed by a rain shut off valve.  The irr...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 756 null"},{"title":"8.605 A good fertilizer for the lawn can be used on a ground cover.  Fertilizers with a ratio of about 3-1-2, applied after rooting is established, are recommended.  Plants should be fertilized during the spring and fall as needed.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 469 null"},{"title":"8.606 Some ground covers should be cut back or pruned once a year to encourage new growth and to prevent \u201cleggyness\u201d.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 388 null"},{"title":"8.607 Ground covers are not pest free.  Mealy bugs, scales, white flies, and mites are their worst pests.  Consult a professional for advice on pest control.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 331 null"},{"title":"8.608 This list of ground covers is in no way complete.  Developers and home owners wanting to use ground covers not listed here should request for approval in writing to the Maui County Arborist Committee.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 275 null"},{"title":"8.609 Plant characteristics should be used as a guide when selecting a particular ground cover.  Some of the following ground cover characteristic definitions are repeated for the convenience of the reader; others may be new.  See the Chapter 1 topic,...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1127 null","children":[{"title":" Propagation:  How plants can be multiplied.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 994 null","children":[{"title":"\u2013 Division - separation of mother plant into smaller clumps.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 962 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Stolons - use of soil surface stems.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 935 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Layers - air or ground layering for stem rooting.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 905 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Cuttings - use of stem or root pieces.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 878 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Seeds - self-explanatory.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 850 null"}]},{"title":" Shade Tolerance:","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 821 null","children":[{"title":"\u2013 Poor: Very low tolerance of shade.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 791 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Medium:  Somewhat tolerant of shade","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 762 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Good:  Tolerant of shade.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 734 null"},{"title":"\u2013 High: Very tolerant of shade.  However, will probably grow better with more light.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 705 null"}]},{"title":"  Spacing:  The center to center distance between plants.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 653 null"},{"title":" Water Requirements:  Plants need the amount of rainfall indicated.  When they are grown in areas providing less than their required rainfall, supplemental irrigation will be necessary.  For plant species where this is possible, the designated water ...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 623 null","children":[{"title":"\u2013 Dry: Less than 20 inches of rain per year.  Plants will need more than 20 inches of rain per year until they become well established.  Matured plantings with this characteristic will tolerate this low rainfall.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 462 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Medium: 20-40 inches of rain per year.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 363 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Wet: More than 40 inches of rain per year.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 336 null"}]}]},{"title":"8.610 The following tables (Table 8-2 and Table 8-3) separate ground covers into two categories:","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 308 null","children":[{"title":"  Introduced Ground Covers \u2013 Post Captain Cook, and","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 252 null"}]},{"title":" Native and Polynesian-Introduced Ground Covers.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 220 null"},{"title":"8.611 Planting Zones:  See Chapter 1 for the Maui County maps with planting zones beginning on page 11.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 189 null"}]}]},{"title":"Chapter 9. Native Hawaiian And Polynesian-Introduced Plants","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1100 null","children":[{"title":"9.1 PURPOSE","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1020 null","children":[{"title":"9.101 To encourage the use of Native Hawaiian and Polynesian-introduced plants in landscaping for the purposes of their perpetuation and increasing the public's awareness and appreciation of local flora.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 982 null"}]},{"title":"9.2 Endangered Species","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 899 null","children":[{"title":"9.201 By federal law no one should possess or propagate endangered species without a permit.  A few species are included in the Maui County Planting Plan (MCPP) and are so labeled in case their propagation and use are permitted in the future.  The pla...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 857 null"}]},{"title":"9.3 DEFINITIONS","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 646 null","children":[{"title":"9.301 Indigenous refers to being native of the Hawaiian Islands, but also occurring naturally elsewhere (without the aid of humans).","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 603 null"},{"title":"9.302 Endemic to the Hawaiian Islands means occurring naturally (without the aid of humans) nowhere else in the world.  These plants are labeled NATIVE (ENDEMIC).","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 546 null"},{"title":"9.303 Native plants were in Hawaii before the Polynesians arrived and include plants both indigenous and endemic to our islands.  The plants that are indigenous but not endemic are labeled NATIVE.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 464 null"},{"title":"9.304 Polynesian introductions include those plants brought by Polynesian immigrants prior to the year 1778.  These plants are identified by POLYN.  INTRO.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 383 null"},{"title":"9.305 Exotic plants were introduced into Hawaii after European contact in 1778.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 300 null"}]},{"title":"9.4 State Law","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 271 null","children":[{"title":"9.401 The 1992 Hawaii State Legislature passed legislation that was signed by the Governor (Act 73) encouraging the use of Hawaii's native plant species in new or renovated landscaping of State funded buildings.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 227 null"},{"title":"9.402 The 1993 Legislature amended Act 73 to include Polynesian introduced plants along with those that are native to Hawaii.  It was H.B.  No.  882, H.D.  2, S.  D.  1.  HB 882 (Act 156).","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null"}]},{"title":"9.5 General","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1017 null","children":[{"title":"9.501 In keeping with the State laws, Maui County encourages all landscapers and developers to include Native Hawaiian plants, as well as those introduced by the Polynesians, wherever and whenever feasible.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 974 null"},{"title":"9.502 It is important that native plants not be gathered from the wild because they have enough difficulty in maintaining their populations against the invading exotic plants.  Nurseries are propagating and stocking Native Hawaiian plants and can help...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 893 null"},{"title":"9.503 Using native plants should not jeopardize these and other species growing in the wild to lose their natural habitats.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 759 null"},{"title":"9.504 Whenever feasible, Native Hawaiian plants in the landscape should be properly labeled for identification and for the public's awareness and education.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 704 null"},{"title":"9.505 Wherever and whenever feasible, the native plants used should belong to the island on which the species originated to maintain purity of the gene pool.  Closely related plants, such as species of loulu or of nehe, should not be used within the s...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 621 null"},{"title":"9.506 The extreme isolation of the Hawaiian Islands accounts for a high percentage of endemic species.  Ninety percent of approximately 1,200 native ferns, flowering plants, and trees are found nowhere else in the world.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 488 null"},{"title":"9.507 Approximately half of the 950 remaining species of native plants found only in Hawaii are threatened with imminent extinction.  Extinction has happened because towns, agriculture, pastures, and resorts have virtually eliminated native plants fro...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 380 null"},{"title":"9.508 A benefit of using native plants in landscaping is that they usually require less care once they are established.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 221 null"},{"title":"9.509 The following table (Table 9-1) is a list of Native Hawaiian and Polynesian Introduced Plants.  Use the chapters indica ed, or the Index at the end of this document, to discover the plant\u2019s characteristics and requirements.  Use this information...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 166 null"},{"title":"9.510 The Hawaiian language diacritical marks appear only in Table 9-1: Native & Polynesian Introduced Plants \u2013 By Usage.  Use this information to assist with proper pronunciation and written expression of plant common names.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1043 null"},{"title":"9.511 Recent archeological evidence indicates that kou, Cordia subcordata, and hala, Pandanus tectorius, are a pre-Polynesian occurrence in Hawaii.  Therefore, they are not Polynesian introduced but native throughout the Pacific.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 936 null"}]}]},{"title":"Chapter 10. Irrigation And Water Conservation; Drought Tolerant Plants","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1077 null","children":[{"title":"10.1 OVERVIEW","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 999 null","children":[{"title":"10.101 The Maui County Department of Water Supply (DWS) is developing landscape irrigation principles to be used as guidelines and water saving tools for residential and commercial customers.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 959 null"}]},{"title":"10.2 PURPOSE","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 878 null","children":[{"title":"10.201 The objective of this chapter is to emphasize efficient and conservative water use in landscape irrigation.  Conservation of water can be achieved through wise planning, careful plant selection, proper plant and irrigation installation, and eff...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 834 null"}]},{"title":"10.3 Water Application and Conservation","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 727 null","children":[{"title":"10.301 The irrigation system should be targeted by zones.  Lush plantings close to buildings should be irrigated more often while distant plantings with less human activity should be irrigated with a drip system or none at all.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 682 null"}]},{"title":"10.4 SEVEN WATER CONSERVATION PRINCIPLES","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 601 null","children":[{"title":"10.401 Planning and Design","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 559 null","children":[{"title":"10.401-A Careful design and wise planning can provide sufficient irrigation and yet conserve water.  A landscaping or planting design must carefully consider the conditions of the site.  Plants best adapted to the climate, temperature, sun, wind, and ...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 528 null"}]},{"title":"10.402 Soil Improvement","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 343 null","children":[{"title":"10.402-A Normal soil horizons are mixed unevenly both vertically and horizontally at construction sites and consequently are difficult to manage.  Often hardpans exist and impede drainage.  Many urban soils have been compacted by heavy equipment or tr...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 313 null"},{"title":"10.402-B Soil amendments will help correct poor water infiltration, percolation, and drainage, while improving water holding capacity and nutritional status.  Organic amendments meet most of these requirements and improve soil tilth.  See 8.201-E and ...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null"}]},{"title":"10.403 Efficient and Zoned Irrigation","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 967 null","children":[{"title":"10.403-A Grouping plants according to their water requirements and use of zoned irrigation systems eliminates over watering and run-off.  Grouping high or medium water requiring plants near swales and water collection basins may provide most of the pl...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 936 null"}]},{"title":"10.404 Limit Turf Area","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 751 null","children":[{"title":"10.404-A Turfgrass plays a primary role in most landscapes.  Although lawns make excellent ground covers, tolerate heavy foot traffic, stabilize slopes, prevent soil erosion, and reduce dust and chemical air pollution, due to their lower height and hi...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 721 null"}]},{"title":"10.405 Use of Mulch","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 562 null","children":[{"title":"10.405-A Mulches (organic, inorganic, or living) function to buffer soils against climatic extremes.  Proper mulching reduces soil heating and water evaporation.  It also reduces weeds, or makes their removal easier, and reduces or prevents soil erosi...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 531 null"},{"title":"10.405-B Organic mulches contribute to the nutritional level and tilth of the soil as they break down.  They also enhance the presence of beneficial soil microflora.  Organic mulches include plant refuse such as chips and slash from tree trimming oper...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 377 null"},{"title":"10.405-C Mulching with course organic matter is one of the easiest and most beneficial practices for gradually improving soil structure and plant health.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 249 null"},{"title":"10.405-D Fresh woody organic mulches have a high nitrogen demand for microbial breakdown.  Therefore, it may be necessary to apply a source of nitrogen to prevent plant chlorosis (yellowing).","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1100 null"},{"title":"10.405-E Inorganic mulches include sized and washed rocks and gravels which come in many sizes, colors, and textures.  Impervious sheet plastics covered with either organic or inorganic mulches were popular, but because they prevent gas and water exch...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1017 null"},{"title":"10.405-F Living mulches include ground covers and low maintenance grasses.  Select hardy drought tolerant species that resist insects and diseases.  These species provide the best results and require less maintenance.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 756 null"}]},{"title":"10.406 Use of Low Water-Demand Plants","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 649 null","children":[{"title":"10.406-A Landscapers should consider available plants, both exotics and natives that thrive with natural precipitation or small amounts of supplemental water.  Many native and exotic plants are drought tolerant or have low water requirements once they...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 618 null"}]},{"title":"10.407 Appropriate Maintenance","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null","children":[{"title":"10.407-A The use of all or most of the first six fundamentals will reduce but not eliminate maintenance.  Trees, shrubs, ground covers, and turfgrasses are living organisms that require care.  Landscapes require timely fertilizing, watering, pruning, ...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1069 null"}]}]},{"title":"10.5 Water Application","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 782 null","children":[{"title":"10.501 An irrigation system planned for irrigating plantings should not be used for dust control except where approved by the Department of Water Supply.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 737 null"},{"title":"10.502 Where recycled R-1 water is available, it should be used for irrigation rather than potable water.  Have the nonpotable water checked for salt and mineral content prior to landscape design and making plant selections.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 682 null"},{"title":"10.503 Developers are required to conform to water conservation principles presented in this chapter and be responsible for ensuring that water is being applied to plantings and not hardscapes.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 600 null"},{"title":"10.504 For ease of maintenance and reduction of runoff, ground covers other than lawns are recommended in sloped areas greater than 20 degrees.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 519 null"},{"title":"10.505 It is recommended that ground covers other than turfgrass be planted in narrow strips of land where \"on target\" water delivery is difficult due to \"over shoot\".  A drip system can then be used to avoid \u201cover spray\u201d.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 462 null"},{"title":"10.506 It is the responsibility of developers to provide water to plantings at their project site for one year from the date of completion of the project.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 380 null"},{"title":"10.507 After the initial year, developers need to inform abutting property owners that it is now their responsibility to care for the planting strips between their property line and the curb or street.  Sufficient water, fertilizer, and weed control n...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 325 null"},{"title":"10.508 The amount and frequency of water applied depends on soil texture and season.  Clay soils store more water than sandy soils and do not require irrigation as often.  Sandy soils need to be irrigated more often but with a lesser amount.  When the...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1100 null"},{"title":"10.509 A suggested watering guide (varies by time of year and site conditions) for newly planted material:","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 967 null","children":[{"title":" First Month: Daily (Check under mulch and make determination.)","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 910 null"},{"title":" Second and Third Month: Three times a week","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 854 null"},{"title":" Fourth to Twelfth Month: Weekly","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 821 null"},{"title":" After First Year: Use annual water requirements as listed under characteristics for specific plants, but spread it out over  he year.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 791 null"}]}]},{"title":"10.6 Piped Irrigation Systems","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 708 null","children":[{"title":"10.601 The tremendous variety of tubing, emitters, and controllers make possible water delivery systems that conserve water and minimize vandalism.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 664 null"},{"title":"10.602 Automatically controlled systems with a rain shut off switch are recommended.  Rain shut off switches need to be checked periodically because debris may malfunction the device.  Manually controlled systems should not be used because water appli...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 609 null"},{"title":"10.603 It is recommended that conventional sprinklers not be used in areas where their radius of \"throw\" exceeds the watering distance.  Drip, bubblers, low volume sprays, micro emitters, etc., should be used to minimize wasting of water.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 475 null"},{"title":"10.604 Emitters should have matched precipitation rates within each control valve circuit.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 368 null"},{"title":"10.605 Anti-Drain Check Valves Should Be Installed In Strategic Points To Minimize Or Prevent \"Low Head\" Drainage.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 311 null"},{"title":"10.606 All irrigation systems shall be equipped with a controller capable of multiple programming for separation of turf and non-turf areas, multiple cycle capabilities so as to apply water more than once to an area not to exceed soil infiltration rat...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 256 null"},{"title":"10.607 Trees should be watered separately from other landscape plants unless the irrigation fixtures can deliver the amount of water required to wet just beyond the root zone in the time interval the circuit is on for accompanying plants.  Unlike shal...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null"},{"title":"10.608 Turfgrass is usually irrigated with a sprinkler system.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 863 null"},{"title":"10.609 Ground cover and shrubs can be irrigated with a subsurface irrigation system or one laid on the layer of organic mulch. .  However, subsurface irrigation is more difficult to monitor and make repairs. The soil type needs to be considered when d...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 834 null"}]},{"title":"10.7 Irrigation Management","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 649 null","children":[{"title":"10.701 Water should be applied so that no runoff occurs.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 605 null"},{"title":"10.702 To improve irrigation efficiency, irrigation frequency and duration shall be set according to the planting's actual water needs.  Group plants with similar water requirements together so as to apply water according to their needs.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 574 null"},{"title":"10.703 Electric controllers should be set to water between twelve midnight and 10:00 am to reduce evaporation losses and fungal diseases.  Systems need to be inspected and monitored (turned on briefly) during working hours for making necessary repairs...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 467 null"},{"title":"10.704 Automatic irrigation systems must be governed by a rain shut off valve.  The irrigation industry has controllers with soil moisture sensors and evapotranspiration (ET) stations to make for more conservative applications of water.  Low flow spri...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 308 null"},{"title":"10.705 Subsurface watering may be appropriate for irrigating turfgrass.  When used, fertilizer injection into the irrigation system may be more appropriate because wetting fertilizers applied to the soil\u2019s surface will be difficult.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1043 null"}]},{"title":"10.8 Low Water Use and Drought tolerant Plants","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 936 null","children":[{"title":"10.801 Water is very important at the time of planting and during plant establishment.  Drought tolerance is a characteristic of matured plants and indicates the plant's ability to survive periods of no or low water.  It does not mean that no water is...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 893 null"},{"title":"10.802 Included in Table 10-1 is a listing of drought tolerant plants.  Use the Index at the end of this document to locate a plant\u2019s listing to obtain its characteristics.  Use plant characteristics and planting zones to locate plants in their prefer...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 785 null"}]},{"title":"10.9 Key to Plant Water Requirements","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 678 null","children":[{"title":"10.901 Dry:  Less than 20 inches of water per year - Includes self-sustaining plant materials and natural vegetation with emphasis on plants that require little or no supplemental irrigation after becoming established.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 634 null"},{"title":"10.902 Medium:  20-40 inches of water per year - Includes lawns, ground covers, and shrubs.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 553 null"},{"title":"10.903 Wet:  More than 40 inches of water per year - Includes lush lawns, ground covers, and shrubs.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 496 null"}]}]},{"title":"Chapter 11. Alien Invasive Plant Species","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1077 null","children":[{"title":"11.1 Hawaii-Pacific Weed Risk Assessment","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1023 null","children":[{"title":"11.101 The University of Hawaii and the United States Department of Agriculture Forest Service created the Hawaii-Pacific Weed Risk Assessment (HPWRA) protocol to identify pest plants in Hawaii.  The HPWRA is a modified version of the Australia/New Ze...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 985 null"},{"title":"11.102 A more detailed description of how the HPWRA was designed and the current screening results (list of plants screened by this process) can be found online at www.hpwra.org.  As more plants are screened using the HPWRA, they will be added to the ...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 724 null"},{"title":"11.103 Excluded from the analysis were native species to Hawaii.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 565 null"},{"title":"11.104 Even though the Polynesian introduced plants kukui, Aleurites moluccana; milo, Thespesia populnea; and noni, Morinda ci rifolia, were determined to be invasive, they are included as \u201cokay to plant\u201d because they have been in Hawaii long enough t...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 534 null"},{"title":"11.105 Turfgrasses are invasive when evaluated with the HPWRA instrument.  However, because of their important role in reducing and preventing soil erosion and widespread usage in landscapes, the more popular ones used in urban forests are permitted t...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 400 null"},{"title":"11.106 Plants that have a HPWRA rating of \"low risk\" as found in the above web site are recommended for planting on public property owned by Maui County or in projects partially or completely funded by Maui County.  It is also suggested that private p...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 267 null"},{"title":"11.107 Plants that have an HPWRA rating of \u201cevaluate further\u201d are all right to plant for now, but if proven to be invasive after more information is obtained, they will be disallowed.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1100 null"},{"title":"11.108 All plants in the Maui County Planting Plan (MCPP) are either \u201clow risk\u201d or \u201cevaluate further\u201d and therefore all right to plant at the time of this publication.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1017 null"},{"title":"11.109 The www.plantpono.org website contains pictures and names of some noninvasive plants for planting considerations.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 936 null"},{"title":"11.110 Tables at the end of various chapters include species marked with a single asterisk (*).  This single asterisk (*) indicates a species needing to be evaluated further, but can be included in landscapes at this time.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 880 null"}]},{"title":"11.2 Invasive horticultural plants in Hawaii: AN Overview","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 799 null","children":[{"title":"11.201 One of the major threats to Hawaii's native species and forests is the rampant spread of a large number of invasive alien plant species across the state.  These plants displace Hawaii's distinctive native flora, resulting in the loss of diverse...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 734 null"},{"title":"11.202 The ornamental plant trade accounts for the majority of invasive plant introductions to Hawaii.  It is important to educate the public about how this has occurred and to inform them that they should avoid using invasive species in landscapes to...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 545 null"},{"title":"11.203 What is an invasive species?","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 438 null","children":[{"title":"11.203-A In addressing the invasive plant threat to our native ecosystems, it is necessary to bear in mind some important distinctions.  First, the term alien species refers to a species transported or established outside its native range by the activ...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 407 null"}]},{"title":"11.204 How do we determine whether a plant species is invasive in Hawaii?","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 734 null","children":[{"title":"11.204-A Plant invasiveness can be determined in either of two manners.  First, we may rely on local evidence of invasiveness, typically indicated by a plant showing numerical dominance, physical dominance, alteration of nutrient or water cycling regi...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 704 null"},{"title":"11.204-B With respect to Hawaii, potentially invasive plant species can be divided into several groups:  (1) species that do not occur in Hawaii; (2) species not yet widespread anywhere in Hawaii but just beginning to show invasive tendencies here; (3...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 1043 null"},{"title":"11.204-C The easiest, cheapest, and most effective way \u2014 in fact, often the only effective way \u2014 to prevent problems caused by invasive species is to simply not bring those species to Hawaii in the first place.  A weed risk assessment protocol (see HP...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 808 null"},{"title":"11.204-D By not planting species that are not yet widespread anywhere in Hawaii, but just beginning to show invasive tendencies in some places, we can spare some of our islands from suffering the ecological disruptions these species have caused elsewh...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 623 null"},{"title":"11.204-E Species not yet widespread anywhere in Hawaii but just beginning to show invasive tendencies here often are already known to be problems in similar habitats elsewhere in the world.  One example of this is Chinese privet, Ligustrum sinense, wh...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 334 null"},{"title":"11.204-F There are also species which may already occur in Hawaii that do not yet show invasive tendencies in Hawaii, but may still have the potential to be invasive in Hawaii.  There is often a \"lag phase\" between the time a species is introduced and...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1100 null"},{"title":"11.204-G And, of course, there are numerous species that are already widely invasive throughout Hawaii.  There is no point to perpetuate the use of these plants in horticulture, if for no other reason than to prevent sending mixed messages when trying...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 863 null"}]},{"title":"11.205 How do most invasive species arrive in Hawaii?","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 730 null","children":[{"title":"11.205-A Invasive species arrive in Hawaii in a variety of ways, but by far the most prevalent method is horticultural use for ornamental purposes.  In fact, this single pathway of entry accounts for approximately 70% of all documented invasive plant ...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 699 null"}]},{"title":"11.206 What attributes of plants make them invasive?","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 514 null","children":[{"title":"11.206-A A variety of biological attributes of plants serve to make them invasive, but three are of primary importance:","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 485 null","children":[{"title":" Propagules (seeds, spores) dispersed by animals or wind.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 429 null","children":[{"title":"\u2013 Because plants do not invade native ecosystems by simply pulling up their roots and moving there, it should be clear that plants disperse to new areas via movement of their seeds and spores.  These propagules can disperse by a variety of mechanisms,...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 397 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Wind-dispersed seeds can be identified by the structural features on the seeds that allow them to be carried long distances on light currents.  These structures typically consist of either clusters of long hairs, as seen in fireweed, Senecio madagas...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 953 null"},{"title":"\u2013 Animal-dispersed seeds are typically fleshy berries, relatively small in size, and variously colored red, orange, yellow, black, or bluish-black.  The dispersers of greatest importance in Hawaii (as elsewhere) are fruit-eating birds, but some mammal...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 831 null"},{"title":"\u2013 An additional attribute making some of these plants even more invasive is the capability of growing vegetatively by cuttings.  Such plants have the ability to rapidly spread in thick mats and the new populations are accidentally started by humans di...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 661 null"}]},{"title":" High fecundity.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 469 null","children":[{"title":"\u2013 All else being equal, plants that produce many seeds per plant each year are far more capable of quickly invading native ecosystems than are those that produce relatively few seeds per year.  For example, miconia, Miconia calvescens \u2014 which is the s...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 106 436 null"}]},{"title":" Rapid growth rate.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1100 null","children":[{"title":"\u2013 All else being equal, fast-growing plants that quickly reach maturity will be more invasive and harder to control than slowe -growing plants.  An outstanding example of the importance of this phenomenon is salvinia, Salvinia molesta, a floating aqua...⤀","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 1069 null"}]}]}]}]},{"title":"11.3 Summary","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 898 null","children":[{"title":"11.301 In considering how to stem the flood of plant invasions into Hawaii, it is important to remember that the vast majority of these invasions don't \"just happen\"; they result from conscious choices made by humans to plant invasive species.  Even t...","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 855 null","children":[{"title":"11.301-A The prudent choice for the responsible horticulturist is to avoid such invasive plants and, instead, landscape or garden with either native plants or non-invasive Introduced Post Captain Cook plants.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 151 618 null"}]}]}]},{"title":"Appendix Entries","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 134 1100 null","children":[{"title":"Appendix A. History of the Maui County Arborist Committee","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 134 1046 null"},{"title":"Appendix B: Maui County, Hawaii, Code of Ordinances: Title 12 - STREETS, SIDEWALKS, AND PUBLIC PLACES Chapter 12.24A - LANDSCAPE PLANTING AND BEAUTIFICATION","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 117 1072 null"}]},{"title":"Appendix C: HRS Chapter 58 (1 through 5) on Exceptional Trees","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 117 1095 null","children":[{"title":"Appendix D: Exceptional Trees of Maui County","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 134 1095 null"}]},{"title":"Plant Index \u2013Listing by Scientific and Common name","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 134 1072 null"},{"title":"Not all listings below have Hawaiian diacritical markings. For proper diacritical marks for native plants, see Table 9-1: Native & Polynesian Introduced Plants. Lowercase entries are common names.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 134 1019 null"}],"thumbnailType":"jpg","pageType":"html","pageLabels":[]};
